
HARPER COLLEGE 

ENRICHMENT AND SPORTS CAMP | AGES 6–14

FULL DAY PROGRAM AND INDIVIDUAL COURSES

SESSION 1 .....................JUNE 3–7
SESSION 2 ................ JUNE 10–21
SESSION 3 .........JUNE 24–JULY 5

SESSION 4 ................... JULY 8–19
SESSION 5 ....JULY 22–AUGUST 2
SESSION 6 ............... AUGUST 5–9
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INZONE PROVIDES YOUR CHILDREN 
A SUMMER OF ADVENTURE AND 
LEARNING ON OUR CAMPUS.

Safe
We are committed to ensuring your child’s safety. All instructors and 
staff working directly with campers have passed a statewide criminal 
background check. Meets highest expectations of child safety and 
leadership. Our student to adult ratio is 8:1.

Educational
All InZone courses use the same labs and classrooms as 
adult credit students. Our activities are structured to provide 
an introduction to college life to prepare them for the future. 
Create your next invention using state-of-the art equipment 
in our Makerspace, cook in our culinary kitchens, or engage 
in STEM activities in our specialized labs.

Fun
Treat your kids to fun activities and exploration. Avoid 
summer boredom with over 150 different courses in sports, 
art, cooking, music, design, and technology. Our courses 
are hands-on and interactive with small classroom sizes. 
Perform your favorite Broadway musical on our stage,  
make a comic book, or design your own video game!

Designed to offer an incredible variety of indoor and outdoor activities, our personalized 
approach means you have choices. You choose the sessions and class times that fit your 
schedule, including before/aftercare and lunch options.

MY CHILDREN LOOK FORWARD TO GOING TO CAMP 

EVERYDAY AND ALWAYS CAME HOME WITH GREAT 

STORIES OF WHAT THEY LEARNED AND HOW THEY 

ENJOYED THEIR EXPERIENCE! 

“
”– AUSTIN K.
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InZone and InZone Junior Explorers are Harper College’s 
summer camps for kids ages 6-14. Designed to offer an 
incredible variety of indoor and outdoor activities these camps 
provide countless opportunities to learn and have fun in an 
amazing campus experience.

Our personalized approach means you have choices. You 
choose the sessions and class times that fit your schedule, 
including before/after care and lunch options. Your excellent 
summer is definitely here.

Unique
With both enrichment and sports, our campers can learn about 
coding robots in the morning to baking delicious cupcakes in the 
afternoon. Variety is the spice of life or at least the spice of 
InZone!

Flexible and Full of Options
InZone offers a summer jam-packed with fun. Explore, create, 
run, discover, jump, experience. Pick from a variety of courses, 
including music, cooking, AI, art and sculpture, pickleball, 
mindfulness and leadership and so much more! It’s your choice!

• Classes are offered: Monday – Friday, 9 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

• Before and After Care is available: 7:30 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.

•  Lunch Options include: brown bag or buy your own. 
Registration required. See page 2.

Come for one class, one session or the whole summer. Combine 
classes for a half-day or full-day of activities. Our Before and After 
Care gives you options to do what works best for your family.

Kid-friendly Fun
It’s camp. How much more kid-friendly can you get? 
Relax, enjoy summer, have fun and meet new friends! 

Who We Are
The InZone staff is passionate about providing a welcoming,  
safe camp that inspires and cultivates everyone’s interests.  

InZone instructors are teachers or professionals in their field. 
Program aides are college students who have participated in 
extensive orientation and training workshops, and many plan  
to pursue careers in education. The aides support instructors  
in creating an inclusive environment with opportunities for 
individualized instruction. 

Employee Background Check
All InZone instructors and staff have passed a statewide criminal 
background check.

Why InZone?
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Find InZone online at: harpercollege.edu/inzone2

InZone Junior 
Explorers Camp (Ages 6-8) 

Crazy Circuits and Raising Minions Project
The first week of this class will focus on circuits and electronic 
projects. Instructors from Afterschool Enrichment Solutions will 
guide you through core concepts of electrical engineering with 
hands-on projects and experiments to explore how electricity is 
part of our daily lives. The second week will take you into the world 
of Minions. You will master drawing, painting, and cutting skills 
designed to develop 3D sensitivity through projects that will foster 
creativity by drawing and sculpting these lovable characters.

Ages 6-8, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0346-001 $299.00

Creating Art: Pond Habitats
Focusing on living creators in and around the pond, you will foster 
your creativity through activities and projects based around draw-
ing, painting, cutting and developing 3D sensitivity. Love turtles, 
toads, frogs and more? Then this is the class for you.

Ages 6-8
06/03-06/07 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0324-001 $225.00

Design Your Own Coloring Book Adventure
In this inventive class, you will embark on a ‘Design Your Own 
Coloring Book Adventure.’ Daily, you will brainstorm and suggest 
unique coloring page themes. These ideas are then brought to life 
using AI technology, creating custom coloring pages. Each subse-
quent day, you will color your creations, infusing mindfulness prac-
tices into art sessions. This cycle nurtures creativity, introduces 
basic AI understanding, and promotes a calm, focused mindset.

Ages 6-8
08/05-08/09 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0343-001 $199.00

Little Inventors: 
Create Your Own Coloring Book
This class combines the playful and interactive topics of imagina-
tion, storytelling and designing your own coloring book. Designed 
to spark imagination and creativity in young learners, you will focus 
on storytelling, basic problem-solving, and simple design princi-
ples, encouraging you to think of new ideas and bring them to life 
through drawings and narratives. The designing your own coloring 
book element of this class will focus on brainstorming and unique 
coloring page themes. Ideas are then brought to life using AI tech-
nology, creating custom coloring pages. Each subsequent day, 
you color your own creations, infusing mindfulness practices into 
their art sessions. This cycle nurtures creativity, introduces basic AI 
understanding, and promotes a calm, focused mindset.

Ages 6-8, no class on June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0334-001 $315.00

Before, During and After Care 
(Ages 6-14)

Before and After Care
Extend the fun with InZoners Before and After Care program. Or-
ganized activities will be provided under the supervision of InZone 
staff. Choose Before Care, After Care or both. Register for Before 
and After Care just as you register for other InZone programs. 
NOTE: Students will meet in the Foglia Foundation Health Recre-
ation Center (Building M) for both programs. Staff will be on hand 
to provide help with scheduled program locations

No camp on June 19th or July 4th.

Ages 6-14
06/03-06/07 7:30 am-8:45 am LPK0017-088 $59.00
06/03-06/07 4:05 pm-5:30 pm LPK0017-089 $59.00

Ages 6-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 7:30 am-8:45 am LPK0017-090 $99.00
06/10-06/21 4:05 pm-5:30 pm LPK0017-091 $99.00

Ages 6-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 7:30 am-8:45 am LPK0017-092 $99.00
06/24-07/05 4:05 pm-5:30 pm LPK0017-093 $99.00
07/08-07/19 7:30 am-8:45 am LPK0017-094 $110.00
07/08-07/19 4:05 pm-5:30 pm LPK0017-095 $110.00

Ages 6-14
07/22-08/02 7:30 am-8:45 am LPK0017-096 $110.00
07/22-08/02 4:05 pm-5:30 pm LPK0017-097 $110.00
08/05-08/09 7:30 am-8:45 am LPK0017-098 $59.00
08/05-08/09 4:05 pm-5:30 pm LPK0017-099 $59.00

InZone Lunch Options
The cafeteria will be under renovation in 2024. Purchased lunch 
options are being determined and will be updated online at 
harpercollege.edu/inzone and through email to registered 
participants. Students are allowed to bring their own lunch.

InZone Cafeteria Attendance
Students that will be staying on campus during the lunch period 
need to sign up for the Cafeteria Attendance program.

No camp on June 19th or July 4th.

Ages 6-14
06/03-06/07 12:05 pm-12:50 pm LKD0146-040 $0.00

Ages 6-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 12:05 pm-12:50 pm LKD0146-041 $0.00

Ages 6-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 12:05 pm-12:50 pm LKD0146-042 $0.00

Ages 6-14
07/08-07/19 12:05 pm-12:50 pm LKD0146-043 $0.00
07/22-08/02 12:05 pm-12:50 pm LKD0146-044 $0.00
08/05-08/09 12:05 pm-12:50 pm LKD0146-045 $0.00

Before, During and After On-Campus Classes 
(Ages 6-8)

“InZone is the highlight of her summer. Everyday she has a smile from ear to ear when I pick her up. 

When I ask her how her day was, she would always reply, something to the effect of “AWESOME, MOM!”

–Jenna N.
”
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Junior Explorers: Art and Music
This exciting new addition to the InZone program is designed for 
students 6-8 years of age and is intended to focus on the already 
established principles of the InZone camp for older students. 
Rooted in hands-on exploration students will participate in activi-
ties structured around art and music. The program will split each 
day with half of the time spent on each topic. For the music por-
tion of class students will use specialized, proprietary Music Start 
keyboards to learn to play familiar tunes in a group setting by color, 
letter, and note matching while using problem-solving strategies. 
Prepare your student to learn any instrument with this strong fun-
damental based program. This program will be housed in a spe-
cific location on campus and does not involve the students moving 
from building to building like the older InZone students. Students 
staying on campus during the lunch period will be walked by staff 
members to the designated lunch area. Kids are supervised during 
lunch and walked back to class if taking afternoon classes. New 
activities all summer long.

Ages 6-8
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0271-007 $339.00

Junior Explorers: STEAM and Lego Building
You will explore new concepts and learn through hands-on explo-
ration by participating in activities structured around STEAM and 
Building with Legos in this exciting class. STEAM will bring togeth-
er elements of science, art and math in a hands-on, action-packed 
environment. You will conduct experiments, play educational 
games, and unlock their creativity through building challenges and 
projects. Building with Legos will teach you to build Lego Robots 
and program them using Lego WeDo software. See your creation 
come alive as you learn basic problem solving and coding skills 
to animate alligators, racing cars and more. The program will split 
each day with half of the time spent on each topic. This program 
will be housed in a specific location on campus and does not 
involve the students moving from building to building like the older 
InZone students. Students staying on campus during the lunch 
period will be walked by staff members to the designated lunch 
area. Kids are supervised during lunch and walked back to class if 
taking afternoon classes. New activities all summer long.

Ages 6-8, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0274-005 $299.00

Ages 6-8
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0274-006 $339.00

Let’s Build Crazy Circuits and Play
You will design, build, and test various circuits and electronic proj-
ects. Instructors will guide you through core concepts of electrical 
engineering, introducing them to circuits and electrical compo-
nents. Focusing on hands-on projects and experiments to explore 
how electricity is part of our daily lives. The play and active part 
of this class will introduce cooperative activities designed to build 
agility, balance and self-confidence through inside and outside 
play.

Ages 6-8
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0345-001 $339.00

Let’s Build, Let’s Play
This exciting class will be split between engineering and play 
concepts designed to fill the day with fun and educational projects. 
Working with chain-reaction machines featuring levers, pulleys, 
and other simple machines. Concepts will be introduced and 
reinforced through hands-on, innovative lessons. When the class 
transitions to active class time we will introduce exciting warm-up 
games, popular team exercises and cooperative activities using 
both inside and outside space. Learn about the value of exercise, 
teamwork and good sportsmanship and be ready for our Olympics 
Extravaganza at the end of the session! No experience necessary.

Ages 6-8, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0344-001 $299.00

Ages 6-8
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0344-002 $339.00

Let’s Build It: Chain Reactions
The ball rolls down the ramp, turns the switch, that moves the 
post, that activates the zip-line, that knocks the ball down the 
ramp and into the goal! In this STEAM program, students will be 
building Rube Goldberg “Mouse Trap” chain-reaction machines 
featuring levers, pulleys, and other simple machines. Engineering 
and physics concepts will be introduced and reinforced through 
hands-on, innovative lessons and creative play time. Problem solv-
ing skills and teamwork will be put to the test as the complexity of 
the projects increases from week to week. On the final class, there 
will be a building competition, how many contraptions can you 
connect in chain reaction? No previous experience is necessary, 
just a desire to learn and build..

Ages 6-8, no class June 19
08/05-08/09 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0200-002 $199.00

The Do Good Movement
The Do Good Movement is focused on promoting self-awareness, 
self-regulation, philanthropic stewardship, and social-emotional 
learning through a yoga foundation. You will benefit from this 
program by learning tools to help relieve stress and anxiety in and 
out of the classroom as well as create strong minds and bodies 
through movement and meditation. This class is designed to help 
you learn the foundations of mindfulness and develop an under-
standing of how yoga really helps improve a connection to mind, 
body and the world around them. Wear comfortable clothes.

Ages 6-8
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0330-001 $199.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 6-8)
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Arts

2-D Mixed Media
Do you enjoy painting and being creative but also like to have fun 
and experiment with art? Come discover the possibilities with 
mixed media. Imaginations at work creating 2-D pieces incorporat-
ing painting, drawing, collage, and more.

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0281-003 $225.00

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0281-004 $225.00

A Brush with the Masters
Learn new skills such as cubism, pointillism, and Ukrainian Egg 
decorating all while having free studio space and encouragement 
to create your own thing. We think art should be a fun exploration 
into some masters and their contributions to the art world but, 
more importantly, nurture YOUR creative side as well!

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0286-003 $215.00

Adobe for Artists, the Youth Version
This course will help you acquire the knowledge and practical skills 
that you will need to utilize digital art software to create artwork in 
a digital environment. It focuses on discovering art elements and 
design principles while using Adobe software. It will also explore 
current and past trends in design. Learn to create digital images 
and graphics that express your artistic thoughts. Such skills can 
help you conquer challenges and enhance your message. In Pho-
toshop, learn how to use brushes, color pickers, and layers, skills 
necessary for photo editing, manipulation, and digital composition. 
You will develop vector illustrations with Adobe Illustrator and lay-
out concepts in Adobe InDesign and create professional presenta-
tions. The course gives the right tools and techniques to start with 
digital artwork. All artists and enthusiasts ages 11-14 
are welcome. Minimum 4, Maximum 12

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LMY0126-002 $249.00

Be Your Own Artist
As you develop your identity as an artist you must also become 
more versatile in your ability to draw, paint, sculpt and more. Your 
creativity emerges as you think about what you want to create and 
the techniques to use. We will discuss which forms of art are best 
for you to use on your projects.

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0125-012 $229.00

Clayology
Let your imagination run wild in this hands-on clay experience. 
By learning the hand-building techniques of clay sculpture, you 
will create your own art. You will also learn how clay is glazed and 
fired in this down and dirty clay class. Harper has a well outfitted 
three-dimensional art studio where you will make a music box, 
frame, mask and so much more. New activities and designs in 
each class.

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0011-037 $225.00

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0011-038 $225.00
07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0011-039 $225.00

Ages 8-11
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0011-040 $225.00

Design the City of the Future
Design your ideal city of the future, including everything from build-
ings and areas where people live and work to the transportation 
systems and natural spaces. Using large flat panels, you will plan 
building zones, explore recreational areas, and create a grid sys-
tem for the streets as you bring your vision to life. Work with scales 
and measurements and add color to your booming metropolis as 
your city comes alive.

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0021-009 $229.00

Design Your Own Doll House
Have you dreamt of living in a castle or a modern luxury home? 
Design your dreams with us! This class provides the creative 
environment for you to flourish and learn more about planning and 
designing of home space, color schemes and different styles: con-
temporary, modern, and traditional. Students build a 3D-model doll 
house scaled for an eight-inch American Girl Doll. This is a great 
opportunity for students to develop spatial (3D) sensitivity. You will 
learn to manipulate and plan exterior and interior spaces as you 
unwind your imagination and have fun manipulating space. Each 
student works on his/her own unique Doll House. All supplies are 
provided for this class and information related to supply pick up 
will be determined and shared closer to the class start date.

Ages 8-11
07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0042-009 $249.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.
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Digital Animation
You will build fundamental digital animation skills and foster your 
creativity while exploring the world of digital art. Create several 
animations, build web applications, and enhance your work by 
learning how to add animated symbols and build in navigational 
templates. All animated projects include work with Timeline, layers, 
tools, symbols, simple action scripts, and your overall imagination.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0022-010 $229.00

Ages 8-11, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0022-011 $229.00

Digital Art
In this class, you will build fundamental Adobe Photoshop skills 
and foster your creativity while exploring the world of digital art. All 
Art projects will include work with layers, filters, effects, brush set-
tings, and your overall imagination.

Ages 11-14
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0323-001 $249.00

Drawing for Fun
Art can bring your imagination to life and this is the class that will 
teach you how. Step by step lessons will help you learn how to 
draw all kinds of 3-D objects, create crazy characters, landscapes, 
and people. Focus will be on pencil line drawing with some value 
and shading.

Ages 8-11, no class on June 19
06/10-06/21 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0283-003 $215.00

Experiments in Creativity
This class is all about experimenting in a fun and creative way. No 
experience in art required. Want to make a print using photoreac-
tive dye or find out what happens when you use shaving cream 
and paint? How about what can you do when floating ink on the 
waters surface? Come join in the fun of the creative process and 
see what will happen!

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0321-001 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0321-002 $225.00

Introduction to Digital Art and 
Photo Manipulation
The course provides an introduction to digital art and photo 
manipulation techniques. Students will explore fundamental 
concepts, tools, and techniques of digital imaging, including digital 
painting, drawing, 3D modeling, and photo manipulation. The 
course covers topics such as the artistic process, digital editing 
tools, design elements, and principles. Students will also learn to 
use computers, digital cameras, and editing software to create 
digital artworks. Minimum 4, Maximum 12

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LMY0236-001 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LMY0236-002 $225.00

Introduction to Photography
This beginner digital photography course tailored for kids ages 
8-14 will teach camera controls, basics of photography, lighting, 
composition, and color. In this fun class, learn to create amazing 
photographs, beginning with a flashback through photo history 
and the work of famous photographers. We will explore how 
to choose the best settings on the cameras, and explore and 
discover how to compose and create unique images using camera 
angles and the zoom. Participants must bring a digital camera, 
tablet, or camera phone. Students will be able to do photo shoot 
assignments during class at different locations on campus and be 
able to show their work during in class critique sessions.
Minimum 4, Maximum 12

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LMY0055-023 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LMY0055-024 $225.00

iPhone Photography
We can now take high quality photos on your smartphone and edit 
them on the same device. But what is the secret to taking great 
pictures with your smartphone? In this course, you will learn about 
Settings on any smartphone you have. You will learn about setting 
the camera’s focus, using gridlines, negative space, perspectives, 
reflections, use of natural light, and the do’s and don’ts. One thing 
that we suggest is to consider buying a mobile tripod.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LMY0235-001 $225.00
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LMY0235-002 $225.00

My Dream Room: Designing Indoor Spaces
Interior design is about the spaces where you live, work, and play. 
Create a three-dimensional interior scale model of your dream 
room or fashion studio. Learn contemporary, modern or traditional 
styles that best fit your personality. You will work with scale and 
measurements, attend to color and detail, and use various medi-
ums and materials.

Ages 8-11, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0028-017 $229.00

Origami
In this exciting class you will learn the art of traditional Japanese 
origami and transform your art from a flat sheet of paper into a 
finished sculpture. You will create a variety of crafts, some of which 
include animals and traditional greeting cards.

Ages 8-14
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0139-016 $215.00

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0139-017 $205.00

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0139-018 $205.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)
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Plaster Projects and Sculpture
In this class you will create beautiful plaster sculptures and plaster 
wall tiles. For the wall tiles, you will create an impression in clay 
and then cast in plaster to create a 2-D tile. For the plaster sculp-
ture, you will carve the plaster creating negative space within the 
form to produce an abstract sculpture.

Ages 11-14
08/05-08/09 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0320-001 $225.00

Ages 8-11
08/05-08/09 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0320-002 $225.00

Printmaking
Curious about creating block prints, monoprints, stamps, and 
gelli-plate prints! Would you like to design a t-shirt, fabric, or art for 
your wall. Some prints you can make again and again and keep 
your stamps. Use them for more than just ink too! You can create 
a personalized stamp for sealing with wax or using with clay, so 
many possibilities.

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0280-004 $215.00

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0280-005 $215.00

Spin Off
Are you ready to get behind the wheel? This class is a perfect 
introduction to wheel throwing and the pottery you can make 
when using this equipment. Learn to throw bowls and pots in the 
amazing hands-on class. Go beyond hand building and develop 
your advanced clay techniques.

Ages 11-14, no class on June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0024-016 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0024-017 $225.00
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0024-018 $225.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

Young Architects: Casa Moderna
This class will focus on new concepts of modern interior and 
exterior design. You will learn fundamental principles in design-
ing indoor and outdoor spaces while designing their own Casa 
Moderna 3D project.

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0325-001 $249.00

Young Architects: Frank Lloyd Wright
Focusing on the works of legendary architect Frank Lloyd Wright 
as an inspiration, you will build a three-dimensional scale model of 
the interior and exterior of your very own home. This will be a great 
opportunity to develop spatial sensitivity while learning to work 
with scales and measurements. You will develop your plan using 
different color schemes, media and materials. 

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0058-016 $249.00

Young Architects: Glass House
Focusing on the works of legendary glass house architect Ludwig 
Mies van der Rohe as inspiration, you will build a three-dimensional 
scale model of the interior and exterior of your very own home. 
This will be a great opportunity to develop spatial sensitivity while 
learning to work with scales and measurements. You will develop 
your plan using different color schemes, media, and materials. 
Glass will not be used on the projects.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0080-011 $229.00

Young Architects: Kitchen Design
In this creative art class, you will focus on designing the heart of 
each home, the kitchen. Design your dream kitchen and use your 
skills to bring your wonderful vision to life. Do you want a breakfast 
bar, an island, a walk-in pantry? Let your imagination create your 
perfect kitchen.

Ages 8-11
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0326-001 $249.00

DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.
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Athletics/Sports

Basketball: Skills and Competition
This camp is perfect for players of any level. In this energetic 
camp, you will develop solid fundamental skills, including: foot-
work, stance, setting and using screens, passing and receiving, 
live ball moves, layups, shooting and game competition. Campers 
will be grouped according to their skill level and age.

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LPK0026-013 $209.00

Harper Coaches Basketball Camp
Basketball players are made in the off-season! Let the Harper 
College’s basketball coaches help you become the best player you 
can be. This class will drill you on the basics and challenge you 
to reach your potential. You will work on fundamentals, including: 
ball handling, passing, shooting, footwork, and rebounding. You 
will participate in individual and group drills as well as game play 
between appropriate skill levels, finishing with a better understand-
ing of how to be a well-rounded player. This camp is for all levels 
of player.

Ages 8-14
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-12:00 pm LPK0006-014 $225.00

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LPK0006-015 $215.00

Ages 8-14
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LPK0006-016 $225.00

Harper Coaches Basketball Camp: Girls
Under the guidance of the Harper College’s basketball coaching 
staff, you will develop the skills you need to take your game to the 
next level. You will learn the fundamentals of the game, including: 
ball handling, passing, shooting, footwork and rebounding. Drills 
will be individual and group-based, with game play between ap-
propriate skill levels. This camp is for all levels of player.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LPK0021-011 $215.00

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LPK0021-012 $215.00

Ages 8-14
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-10:25 am LPK0021-013 $225.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

 Special Camp  
Chicago Cubs Baseball Camp
It is the bottom of the ninth, bases are loaded, and you step up 
to the plate wearing the coveted blue and white uniform of the 
Chicago Cubs. No, it is not a dream. You are attending Chicago 
Cubs Baseball Summer Camp! The Cubs Camp coaching staff 
will provide on-field, fast-paced instruction and gameplay to 
build your skills, develop character and teamwork, and instill 
confidence. Best of all, you will receive exclusive access and 
privileges during the week, including a Cubs Alumni player visit, 
and an official Cubs uniform. Registration is online only at cubs.
com/camps.

The cost for this camp is $499.00, and registration is online 
only at cubs.com/camps. This is a one-week camp. 

Ages 5-13
07/08-07/12 9:00 am-3:00 pm LPK0001-008

“Both boys LOVED the basketball coach in 

the boy’s basketball camp. They said he taught 

them more skills than any previous basketball 

coach through the park district and Fremd 

camp.

-Ann S.
”



Find InZone online at: harpercollege.edu/inzone8

Harper Coaches Cross Country Camp
Are you planning on running cross country this fall at your school, 
or are you interested in learning the training techniques to become 
a distance runner? Under the guidance of the National Champi-
onship-Winning Head Coach of the Harper Cross Country team, 
you will develop proper training styles to get the most out of your 
running. This class is a perfect introduction for every level of run-
ner. No experience necessary. You should wear comfortable shoes 
designed for running and appropriate clothes for exercise.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LPK0007-006 $225.00

Harper Coaches Soccer Camp
This camp will encourage young and emerging players to develop 
their skills through the guidance of the Harper College women’s 
soccer coaching staff. Participants will build the skills, tactics, and 
fundamentals needed to perform in matches and strengthen their 
overall game. This camp will include both offensive and defensive 
skill development.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LPK0013-022 $215.00

Ages 8-14
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LPK0013-023 $225.00
08/05-08/09 9:00 am-12:00 pm LPK0013-024 $225.00

Harper Coaches Track Camp
Directed by the five-time Men’s National Championship-Winning 
Harper coaching staff, this camp will introduce you to a variety of 
events in track and field. You will learn about safety and proper 
techniques for engaging in shot put, discus, high jump, long jump 
and hurdles.

Ages 8-14, no class on 6/19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LPK0003-013 $215.00

Ages 8-14, no class on July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LPK0003-014 $215.00

Harper Coaches Volleyball Camp
Learn from the College’s volleyball coaching staff while you master 
or reinforce basic skills, team fundamentals and how to play at 
higher levels of competition. You’ll practice serving, passing, 
defensive positioning, setting and attacking. Camp includes daily 
instruction on the court, along with game-like situations where you 
can apply the skills you are learning. This camp is for all levels of 
player.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LPK0020-014 $215.00

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LPK0020-015 $209.00

Ages 8-14
07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LPK0020-016 $225.00

InZone Swim Camp
It is time to get in the water and be part of a swim camp designed 
to incorporate every level of swimmer. Beginner level swimmers will 
become more comfortable in the water by learning all the strokes 
and will develop some basic water safety skills. Swimmers with 
more advanced skills will work on competitive stroke techniques as 
well as improving your starts and turns. Water play and games will 
also be introduced throughout to enhance the experience. You will 
be grouped by swim level and work with specific swim instructors 
throughout the duration of the camp.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LPK0019-036 $215.00
06/10-06/21 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LPK0019-037 $215.00

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LPK0019-038 $215.00
06/24-07/05 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LPK0019-039 $215.00

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LPK0019-040 $225.00
07/08-07/19 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LPK0019-041 $225.00
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LPK0019-042 $225.00
07/22-08/02 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LPK0019-043 $225.00

Multi-Sports and Game Play
This is the perfect class to get involved in a variety of different 
sports activities. Activities will be determined by the interest of 
the group and input from the instructors and will include kickball, 
dodgeball, basketball, soccer, flag football and many other activi-
ties. Emphasis will be on participating in fun group activities while 
learning and playing. Activities will be inside and outside for this 
program.

Ages 8-14
06/03-06/07 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LPK0015-043 $199.00

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LPK0015-044 $189.00
06/10-06/21 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LPK0015-045 $189.00

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LPK0015-046 $189.00

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LPK0015-047 $199.00
07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LPK0015-048 $199.00
07/22-08/02 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LPK0015-049 $199.00
08/05-08/09 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LPK0015-050 $199.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)
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Pickleball
Pickleball has quickly become one of the fastest growing sports 
and this is your chance to learn the game and develop your skills 
in this fun, competitive sport that combines aspects of tennis, 
badminton and ping-pong. Learn the rules of the game, how to 
keep score and play as a single or double in the exciting new 
indoor camp. All pickleball equipment is provided.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LPK0030-004 $215.00

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LPK0030-005 $215.00

Ages 8-14
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-10:25 am LPK0030-006 $225.00

Tennis
It is time to hit the courts! Tennis camp is taught using a multi-
level teaching format that works with all levels to provide a skill 
based program designed to increase knowledge of the game and 
improve the skills of all players. Students are placed in a groups 
based on ability level. NOTE: All students must provide their own 
racquets and proper footwear for class. Tennis balls are provided.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LPK0014-031 $205.00
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LPK0014-032 $205.00

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LPK0014-033 $205.00
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LPK0014-034 $205.00

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LPK0014-035 $215.00
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LPK0014-036 $215.00

Crafts

Construct a Critter
A fabric softie you make yourself will be a unique addition to your 
menagerie or to give as a gift. Accomplish this while you will learn 
to sew on a sewing machine, follow pattern directions and stuff 
your new little friend to chubby perfection. Assorted fabrics will be 
provided so each creation can be unique.

Ages 8-11, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0036-009 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0036-010 $225.00

Crochet Accessories
Learn the basic stitches while making several small projects from 
bracelets to a cell phone cozy. Crochet hooks, yarn, and pattern 
ideas will be provided.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0309-001 $215.00

Crochet Amigurumi
Amigurumi is the Japanese art of crocheting adorable stuffed 
animals and creatures. Learn the basic stitches to create a soft 
plushie and take it home at the end of class! Crochet hooks, yarn, 
and pattern ideas will be provided.

07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0095-005 $225.00

Crochet Granny Squares
Level up your crochet skills and learn how to make a classic 
granny square. Combine your squares to make something new! 
Crochet hooks, yarn, and pattern ideas will be provided.

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0308-001 $215.00

Design it, Draw it, Wear it
Want your very own drawings and designs on a backpack or 
shoes? Use fabric markers, paint pens, dye, patches, creative 
stitching, and more to embellish a pair of canvas shoes, canvas 
backpack, or bring in something of your own to style such as 
jeans, a sweatshirt, boots, etc. Instructor will send an email in 
advance of the class to help generate ideas.

Ages 8-11
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0319-001 $225.00

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0319-002 $225.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

“The staff was so helpful in making sure the 

kids were comfortable and getting to the right 

places!

-Jeanine D.
”

DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.



Find InZone online at: harpercollege.edu/inzone10

Halloween Happening
Be ready for the Haunting Season by learning to operate a sewing 
machine to construct a spooky cape and a matching Trick-or-Treat 
bag. You will be the envy of all the ghouls. Themed novelty fabric 
provided.

Ages 8-14
07/22-08/02 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0314-001 $225.00

Magical Mending
This class is about learning to use a sewing machine as well as 
hand sewing to repair fabric items with decorative patches and 
embellishing with embroidery, buttons, and beads. When you learn 
to fix a rip in jeans or a favorite shirt it opens the opportunity to art-
fully change it, so it looks even better than before! You may bring 
from home a clean pair of shorts or a similar item that needs to be 
mended and/or spiced up a bit. A bucket hat and all other materi-
als will be provided.

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0313-001 $225.00

Pamper Your Pets
Combine webbing, fabric, ribbon, and hardware while you make a 
boutique-style collar bandana, leash, and pet bowl placemat. You 
will learn to sew on a sewing machine while making these fun and 
easy projects for your canine or feline friends. If there is time, we 
will also make easy pet toys. Special dog- or cat-themed fabric is 
provided.

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0070-007 $215.00

Pillow Possibilities
Pillows are a great way to add comfort and to spice up a room’s 
deacute;cor. Make fun pillows featuring trendy techniques from 
a variety of provided fabrics while you learn to sew on a sewing 
machine.

Ages 8-14
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0131-004 $225.00

Sew Comfy
Learn to sew an easy pair of shorts with an elastic waist. You will 
learn to measure yourself to get the right fit, layout a simple 
pattern, pin and cut out fabric using the pattern, maintain a 
consistent seam allowance, construct a casing, insert elastic, how 
to turn up and sew a hem, and so much more! All fabric and 
notions provided.

Ages 8-11

07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0165-010 $225.00

Sew Successful
Set yourself up for sewing success by staying organized. While 
you learn to use a sewing machine, you will make your own sew-
ing basket and a matching pin cushion/scrap bag. Novel sewing 
themed fabric is provided.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0312-001 $225.00

Textile Stamping and Printing
Would you like to design a t-shirt, fabric curtains, or art for your 
wall. You use a variety of objects to create stamps for fabric. Both 
additive stamping with ink or dye, and subtractive methods with 
darker fabrics and bleach. Join us for a fantastic creative time.

Ages 11-14
06/03-06/07 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0322-001 $225.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

“My kids learned A LOT and had a ton of fun 

at InZone. I really appreciate the adult 

instructors as well as the younger aids. It’s a 

great balance of fun, learning, creativity, 

freedom, and structure.

-Jaden B.
”
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IDEAShop: Build A Battlebot and Rumble
Funded by a grant from the Fabricators and Manufacturing 
Association, do you love the TV show BattleBots? Would you love 
to get a start in combat robotics? You will build your very own 
plastic 1-pound Antweight or 150g combat robot. You will use 
3D modeling software to design the robot chassis and structural 
components, then use a 3D printer to print your designs in plastic. 
In addition, you will build your own remote-control electronics with 
DC motors, speed controllers, a battery, and a radio control trans-
mitter and receiver. Finally, you will assemble, test, and compete 
with your robot against others in a friendly tournament. We will 
practice engineering design and iteration, 3D computer modeling, 
3D printing, soldering, tool use, mechanical testing, and electronics 
troubleshooting. Cost of the camp includes a robot to take home. 
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY.

Ages 11-14, no class June 19th
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0287-003 $325.00

IDEAShop: Build Your Own 3D Printer
Have you ever dreamt of having your very own 3D printer? In this 
exciting class, you will build your own 3D printer from a kit and 
take it home when completed. Learn the fundamentals of how 3D 
printers work and the essentials of using CAD (computer-aided 
design). The first thing you print will be your own creation. 
A thorough discussion on the usage of your new printer and ways 
to upgrade it will be covered so you are comfortable using the 
machine once you have it at home.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0077-012 $375.00
08/05-08/09 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0077-013 $375.00

IDEAShop: Engineering Explorers
This week-long camp for middle-schoolers, will dive into the 
engineering design process, career opportunities, basic 3D model-
ing software, 3D printing, programming, and machine learning. 
Students will learn to think and design like an engineer by utilizing 
the engineering process to design a roller coaster using pipe insu-
lation, marbles, and objects within the room. Additional activities 
will include designing and printing a 3D model, creating wearable 
electronics, experimenting with machine learning/computer vision, 
and competing in engineering challenges. TheIDEAShop Engineer-
ing Explorers camp is perfect for young and creative minds who 
have an interest in engineering.

Ages 11-14
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-4:00 pm LKD0252-003 $325.00

You are the Star
Create your own star themed bedroom accessories while you learn 
to sew on a sewing machine. Planned projects include a decora-
tive star garland, a sleep eye mask, and a fancy pillowcase. Star 
themed fabric is provided.

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0292-002 $215.00

IDEAShop: Makerspace  

IDEAShop: AI Explorations
Funded by a grant from the Fabricators and Manufacturing Asso-
ciation, learn about how artificial intelligence is changing the world 
we live in! Explore the topics of facial recognition, natural language 
processing, and speech recognition. Gain hands-on experience 
using Teachable Machine, Semantris, Autodraw, and other online 
tools to learn about machine learning, and learn basic program-
ming in Python. Have fun learning how AI robots use machine 
learning technology and interact with chatbots.

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0251-005 $199.00
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0251-006 $199.00

IDEAShop: Become an Entrepreneur Maker
Funded by a grant from the Fabricators and Manufacturers Asso-
ciation, this Entrepreneur Summer Camp puts tools and technol-
ogy into the hands of middle-schoolers and lets them take the 
lead in creating new ideas and building their own businesses in a 
supportive, professional environment. During this weeklong day 
camp, students will go from idea generation to presentation of their 
prototype and business plan under the guidance of experienced 
facilitators and developers. On the last day, we will invite parents 
and the local community to attend virtually as the students present 
their businesses to compete for a prize!

Ages 11-15
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0250-004 $275.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.



Find InZone online at: harpercollege.edu/inzone12

IDEAShop: Program Self-Driving Cars and 
Robots
The future of Artificial Intelligence has arrived. Gain hands-on 
experience programming self-driving mini cars using the 
Python programming language. Learn how generative AI tools like 
ChatGPT work and how to use them. Interact with robots to learn 
about sensors, data, and machine learning. Explore the positive 
and negative societal impacts of AI. Discover innovative ways to 
use AI technology now and in the future! No experience necessary.

Ages 13-17, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0305-002 $249.00

IDEAShop: Raspberry Pi Programming
Open-source computer hardware has democratized the design of 
electronic gadgets and gizmos and inspired a whole community 
of makers. The focus of the camp will be on building projects. 
Students will learn programming, basic electronics, and engineer-
ing using the Raspberry Pi embedded computer. The camper’s 
final project will be a mobile robot programmed to complete an 
autonomous task. The final day will be a demo and competition for 
campers to present their robot to fellow campers and their parents.

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0254-004 $275.00

IDEAShop: The Vex Robot Olympics
Welcome to the Robot Olympics! Campers will explore VEX (IQ 
or V5) by working in groups to build and code their robots to 
compete in various Robot Olympic Events. Campers will begin by 
building the Autopilot and using the remote control to play robot 
soccer against other teams. They will then explore more complex 
coding and construction to build a Clawbot and code it to 
compete in the Robot Olympics! Campers learn lifelong skills in 
teamwork, leadership, and communication, as they go for the gold 
in Robot Olympics camp.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0290-002 $275.00

IDEAShop: Welcome to the World of Welding
This class will provide a basic understanding of welding processes 
and safety procedures. You will have a chance to not only learn 
about welding and manufacturing but also to experience the steps 
of creating and completing a project. The course will also cover 
topics like shop and industrial safety, hazards prevention, and 
structural welding basics. The goal of this camp is to provide an 
introduction to welding and shop safety, educate you on 
equipment, and provide step by step guidance on how things are 
created in the lab.

Ages 11-15
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0347-001 $275.00

Kitchen Creations
Awesome Appetizers
Make your next party a spectacular one. Learn the tips and tricks 
to make the perfect appetizers for each gathering. Get ready to 
be creative and be the star chef of your party. Your guests will be 
begging for more.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0124-019 $215.00

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0124-020 $225.00

Bake It, Take It
Get your apron ready and start baking up some fun in this kitchen 
experience. Learn all the tricks and techniques that chefs and bak-
ers worldwide use to make cookies, cakes, pies and maybe even 
some bread. No need to pick a favorite because we will be trying 
them all. The best part is all the goodies you will take home with 
you to share with family and friends.

Ages 8-11, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0141-018 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0141-019 $225.00

Better Than Drive Thru
Derive even more satisfaction from fast food made by yourself. You 
will be making common fast food menu favorites including chicken 
strips, French fries, orange chicken, smoothies, meatball subs, 
Mexican pizza, hard and soft shell tacos, flame broiled burgers 
and pasta dishes. This fast food will introduce you to quick, easy 
recipes that will please the whole family.

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0159-012 $215.00

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0159-013 $225.00

Bountiful Breakfasts
Tired of the same old cereal, toaster treats or microwave waffles 
for breakfast? Take this class and amaze yourself with all the deli-
cious and different breakfasts YOU create! Recipes and ingredient 
lists will be emailed a few days before the class start date.

Ages 8-11, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0127-020 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0127-021 $215.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.

    NEW RECIPES 

EACH SUMMER!
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Chef’s Challenge
Think you have the skills to be a top chef? Then take the challenge! 
Class focus will be on cooking, food preparation and presentation. 
Kids will partner up and on the last day challenge the other groups 
to be awarded Chefs of the Future. Groups will be judged on
 topics covered throughout the session. 

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0138-010 $225.00

Cookies, Bars and Breads
It is time to bake up a storm in the hands on cooking class. You 
will amazed with the variety of beautiful baked goods created 
in such a small amount of time. This exploration into the world 
of baking will take you on a journey of sweet and savory baked 
goods to taste and enjoy.

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0160-016 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0160-017 $225.00

Cupcake Canvas
As you let your imagination run wild, the amazing cupcake will 
be your canvas. You will create beautiful works of art using icing, 
cookies and many candy flavors. You will be creating flowers, ani-
mals, and small displays to celebrate holidays, birthdays and more.

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0128-022 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0128-023 $225.00

From My Head To-ma-toes
Experience and prepare delicious vegetarian and nourishing vegan 
recipes that will impress your family with meals everyone will love. 
Learn to cook easy and delicious breakfasts, fast lunches, dinners 
and desserts in small groups as you complete the recipe of the 
day. Vegan items are vegetarian, dairy free and does not include 
animal by-products. Vegan students will have slight alterations to 
some of the vegetarian recipes that will be prepared.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0161-009 $225.00

Holiday Treats
The holidays are a special time of year and the food of each them 
is what makes them special. Come celebrate the holidays and 
learn recipes that will make each family gathering one to remember. 
Have fun while celebrating Valentine’s Day, Cinco de Mayo, 4th of 
July and more. New recipes each year.

Ages 8-11, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0129-017 $215.00

Kitchen Clash
Participants in this fun, but competitive class will be divided into 
groups. Each group will receive a different recipe for the same dish. 
When all the groups have cooked their dishes, we will have a tast-
ing review. The winning recipes will be compiled into a recipe book 
that each student will receive at the end of the class. Competitions 
may include chili, spaghetti sauce, and macaroni and cheese 
cook-offs.

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0015-013 $215.00

Ages 8-11
08/05-08/09 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0015-014 $225.00

Leadership, Empowerment 
and Entrepreneurship 

Creative Minds: Innovation and Vision
A unique course designed to inspire and equip students with brain-
storming, prioritization, and team synergy techniques. Drawing 
from an entrepreneurial perspective, this class will blend elements 
of technology, creativity, innovation, and vision with meditation and 
mindfulness practices to enhance creative thinking and collabora-
tive skills.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0339-001 $215.00

Entrepreneurship: From Ideas to Action
A comprehensive two-week entrepreneurship program for stu-
dents to learn about starting and running a business. The course 
includes interactive sessions on the entrepreneurial mindset, 
market research, business modeling, prototyping, financial literacy, 
and product pitching.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0335-001 $215.00

Financial Literacy with Real World 
Applications
A Sylvan Learning team member will help you begin to understand 
the world of budgets, interest, credit, investments, debt, savings, 
taxes and more. Through games and other real world activities, 
you will learn confidence with money and become better prepared 
for upcoming experiences in high school, college and beyond.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0329-001 $225.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)



Find InZone online at: harpercollege.edu/inzone14

Reflection, Connection, and Renewal
This class is designed to help you reflect on the past year, form 
new connections, and share your experiences. You will utilize 
meditation and mindfulness techniques to facilitate personal 
growth, knowledge integration, a sense of accomplishment, friend-
ship building, and a feeling of belonging as you transition into the 
summer period.

Ages 11-14
06/03-06/07 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0331-001 $225.00

Summer Reflections and Celebrations
A one-week program designed to celebrate the end of summer by 
reflecting on experiences, achievements, and growth. The program 
includes activities for you to showcase what you have learned, set 
future goals, and enjoy a sense of community and accomplish-
ment.

Ages 11-14
08/05-08/09 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0342-001 $225.00

The Do Good Movement
The Do Good Movement is focused on promoting self-awareness, 
self-regulation, philanthropic stewardship, and social-emotional 
learning through a yoga foundation. You will benefit from this 
program by learning tools to help relieve stress and anxiety in and 
out of the classroom as well as create strong minds and bodies 
through movement and meditation. This class is designed to help 
you learn the foundations of mindfulness and develop an under-
standing of how yoga really helps improve a connection to mind, 
body and the world around them. Wear comfortable clothes.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0330-002 $225.00

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0330-003 $225.00
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0330-004 $225.00

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0330-005 $225.00

Young Investors and Entrepreneurs
Teach your kids the secrets of building financial wealth and secu-
rity! Whether you want to build the next great American company, 
become a Wall Street tycoon, or be the millionaire next door by 
investing wisely - this camp is for you! In this course, you will learn 
the basics of investing in the stock market, the difference between 
assets and liabilities, the importance of diversification, and how to 
evaluate companies. You will also develop your own business plan 
and present your ideas to your peers to compete for their invest-
ments in a mock Shark Tank-style activity. Students will work in 
pairs or teams for most of the program.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0317-001 $225.00
07/22-08/02 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0317-002 $225.00

Youth Leadership and Empowerment
This intensive program will focus on developing leadership skills 
and empowering students to become confident, responsible, and 
proactive individuals. The course will cover key aspects of leader-
ship, including communication, teamwork, problem-solving, and 
self-awareness.

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0332-001 $215.00

Youth Mindfulness and Leadership
This class combines mindfulness techniques with leadership skills 
development. It covers topics like meditation, managing anxiety, 
and building confidence for leadership. Additional topics include 
empathy, gratitude, self-reflection, personal growth, positive think-
ing, self-care, connection with nature, and community building

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0338-001 $225.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.

“It was a great learning experience for our 

child, allowing him to take on responsibility for 

his day in a safe environment.

-Owen D.
”
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Math, Science and Games 

A Matter Of Chemistry
Elephant Toothpaste? Bath Bombs? What do these have to do 
with Chemistry? Chemistry is about relationships that matter. 
Some matter plays nicely together while others create explosive 
pairings. You become the chemist mixing and measuring to 
explore physical and chemical reactions in the college chem lab  
what really causes that explosion? You will be the scientist experi-
menting with different amounts (variables) to find just the right 
reaction you like. We will (safely) explore the 4 states of matter (yes, 
there are really four!), as well as acids  bases, and design your own 
t-shirt using chemistry!

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0023-012 $225.00

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0023-013 $225.00

All About Astronomy
Daylight is nice but the night sky can be amazing! Some things can 
be seen while the sun is up, but the really stellar objects are found 
after the sun goes down. We will learn how our solar system works 
and discover how to see other matter on a clear, dark night.

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0140-008 $225.00

Biotechnology
Many people may not realize our lives have improved because of 
biotechnology. We have new medicines, food, and alternative fuels 
because of work in the fields of biochemistry and bio-engineering. 
Lots of hands-on activities gets kids involved with the science 
behind this exciting and burgeoning field. Werll actually capture 
samples of DNA; learn about what goes into bio-robotic coding 
that is used to create new medicines; and make exciting chemical 
reactions that overlap with bio-engineering. Kids love the popular 
cryptography challenge!

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0071-013 $215.00

Bones and Blood
How many bones are there in your body? Why is your blood red? 
Why do you burp? What happens inside you when you get the flu? 
These are just a few of the questions you will be discovering the 
answers to in this exciting class. Join our team to discover how the 
human body is put together and how it works.

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0126-007 $225.00

Camp Ooey Gooey
Are we going to make slime? The answer is: Yes, but so much 
more! What students get is a whole bunch of science (chemistry, 
physics and biology) but think they are just playing! Decorate lab 
coats with chromatography; get into some biology outside and do 
a Make-n-Take using air plants; design t-shirts and painting with 
polymers, a liquid latex that results in the rubbery texture you see 
on t-shirts everywhere. This program is a real favorite.

Ages 8-11
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0034-015 $225.00

Ages 8-11, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0034-016 $215.00

Checkmate Chess
Develop your intellect through the royal game of chess! Current 
research has shown a strong link between chess and academic 
performance in a variety of areas, including mathematics and 
language arts. Chess has been proven to enhance motivation, 
concentration, focus, social skills, and creativity. Each class will 
consist of a fun, interactive teaching period with a live instructor 
and guided practice time where students can play remotely against 
other Chess Scholars students. Both beginner and experienced 
players are welcome and will learn under the guidance of an expe-
rienced Chess Scholars coach.

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0038-029 $215.00
06/24-07/05 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0038-030 $215.00

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0038-031 $225.00
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0038-032 $225.00

Crime Scene to Courtroom: Order in the Court
Once the CSI team has collected the evidence and the police finish 
their investigation, it is time for the case to enter the judicial sys-
tem. Learn what it is like to be a part of the proceedings through 
three different court cases designed to let you experience all the 
roles associated with a case. Take turns developing statements 
and arguments as a prosecutor or defense lawyer. Control the 
court events without bias as the elected judge. Be part of the jury 
to determine the verdict after all the forensic materials have been 
presented. Innocent or guilty?

Ages 11-14, No class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0059-013 $215.00

Ages 11-14
08/05-08/09 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0059-014 $225.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 6-14)



Find InZone online at: harpercollege.edu/inzone16

CSI: Observe, Collect and Inspect
Crime Scene Investigation (CSI) combines the work of many 
professionals to ensure that all crime scene evidence is collected 
and no details are overlooked. The class studies professions such 
as K-9 units that do evidence searches, pathologists for fingerprint 
analysis, psychiatrists for human profiling, and many more. Learn 
skills in handwriting and shoe print analysis, and other evidence 
evaluation techniques as you and your classmates investigate to 
help process crime scenes in the Harper College Crime Lab. Crime 
scenes change each year.

Ages 11-14
06/03-06/07 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0136-016 $225.00

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0136-017 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0136-018 $225.00

Engineering: Bridge Design
The professionals at Sylvan Learning will help you learn engineer-
ing basics like force, stress, tension, and compression while build-
ing seven different types of bridges. Incorporating key STEM and 
architecture concepts into the work, you will figure out what han-
dles the most load and which bridge is right for different situations. 
In the process, you will learn how to create, design, brainstorm, 
collaborate, problem solve, and present your ideas to others.

Ages 8-11, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0065-007 $215.00

Food Science
Food is part of our everyday lives as well as science. This one-
week camp session gives students exposure to food science 
through unique experimentation. STEM experiments will focus on 
the science of candy making, the oxidation of fruits and veg-
etables, extracting DNA from fruit, pH scale, and chemistry behind 
beverages.

Ages 11-14
08/05-08/09 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0299-002 $225.00
08/05-08/09 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0299-003 $225.00

Grand STEM Challenge: Renewable Energy
Sylvan Learning Center will be entering teams in a national 
competition called The Grand STEM Challenge. Students learn to 
solve real-world problems; just like engineers do! The challenge 
involves making a machine that uses a renewable energy source 
to lift an object from the floor to a higher level. As teams face the 
challenges of inventing, they will also learn about renewable energy 
and why it is so essential for a bright future.

Ages 8-11
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0064-010 $225.00
08/05-08/09 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0064-011 $225.00

Lego Bot Labs
In this exciting class the educators from Sylvan Learning will help 
you build Lego robots and program them using Lego WeDo soft-
ware. Course includes 36 new builds, including both WeDo 1 and 
WeDo 2 kits and software. You can pick from Safari, Space and 
City themes, learning to build, program and problem solve while in-
corporating STEM concepts. If you are new to Lego and WeDo or 
an experienced builder, the fun and learning are all rolled into one.

Ages 8-11
06/03-06/07 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0051-010 $225.00
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0051-011 $225.00
07/22-08/02 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0051-012 $225.00

Let’s Build It: Snap Circuits
Let’s Build It: Snap Circuits is an exhilarating, cutting-edge area 
of engineering. In this unit, you will design, build, and test various 
circuits and electronic projects. Instructors will guide students 
through core concepts of electrical engineering, introducing them 
to circuits and electrical components. You will use hands-on proj-
ects and experiments to explore how electricity is part of our daily 
lives. No previous experience is necessary, just a desire to learn 
and build. Projects will include: a disc launcher, electronic games, 
musical instruments, alarms, and more, along with fun-filled class 
activities.

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0247-004 $215.00

Ages 8-11
08/05-08/09 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0247-005 $225.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.

“My child had the best summer at InZone. 

While learning, she made friends, and all of the 

teachers were great.

-Pedro S.
”
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Lift Off Engineering
If you like blasting rockets into the air and parachutes floating to 
earth, then this class is for you. You will be making catapults, hover 
crafts, and testing airplane aerodynamics as well as comparing the 
Artemis missions to Apollo and NASAs James Webb Telescope; 
Europa Mission (to the moons of Jupiter) and so much more.

Ages 8-11
06/03-06/07 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0020-012 $225.00

Math Edge
Become a Math Whiz and Master Problem Solver through chal-
lenging and kid-friendly activities. In partnership with Sylvan 
Learning, this class will help avoid the summer slide in math skills 
while challenging you to start next school year at a higher level. 
Math Edge kids increase confidence by building math proficiency 
and fluency, but also by becoming master problem solvers and 
independent thinkers. This five-step approach ensures that you will 
successfully master math concepts while developing self-learning 
techniques that drive independence. In addition, there are math 
challenges, puzzles and brainteasers that you work on in small 
groups to build problem solving, logic, reasoning and collaboration 
skills. Most importantly, we make it fun. Sylvan will gather parent 
input prior to the class to customize math topics based on that 
input.

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0044-016 $225.00
07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0044-017 $225.00

Pokémon: Mastering the Card Game
Almost every kid has collected “Pokemon Cards” at some point, 
but few actually know how to play the game the cards are based 
on. This class will provide a fun environment where you will learn 
the basics of gameplay, get tips and strategies for deck building, 
and compete in friendly competitions with other students for small 
prizes and bragging rights. The goal of this class is to enlighten 
kids with a fun, robust, and already popular game; while also pro-
moting healthy and respectful competition. Pokemon cards will be 
supplied during class, but you are encouraged to bring your own 
collection as well.

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0018-020 $205.00
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0018-021 $205.00

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0018-022 $215.00
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0018-023 $215.00

Pre-Algebra Edge
Sylvan Learning Center staff helps you build math proficiency and 
confidence by connecting algebra skills to real-life scenarios and 
applying skills to word problems. Topics include integers, variable 
expressions, inequalities, ratios/proportions and linear functions. 
Develop a stronger math base for middle and high school by 
reviewing pre-algebra and algebra concepts on a state of the 
art digital platform designed to engage and spark your algebra 
knowledge base. Sylvan will gather parent input prior to the class 
to customize math topics based on that input.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0105-010 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0105-011 $215.00

Step Into STEAM
This exciting program from Afterschool Enrichment Solutions 
brings together elements of science, art and math in a hands-on, 
action-packed environment. You will conduct experiments, play 
educational games, and unlock their creativity through building 
challenges and projects. No experience necessary.

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0267-009 $215.00

Wild Wonders
We pack art, science, outdoor games and activities into an earth-
shaking exploration of our planet. Learn about the importance 
of biodiversity in our ecosystems and ways that we co-exist with 
nature in dynamic and protective ways.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0285-003 $215.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)



Find InZone online at: harpercollege.edu/inzone18

Music

Beats and Jams: Digital Music Creators
Begin your rise to the top of the charts with digital music produc-
tion! Just like today’s top artists, you can design your own beats 
or remix a mashup of your favorite songs to become a digital com-
poser and sound engineer. In this course, students will learn to 
produce digital music, record sound, make sound effects, and mix 
their own tracks. No prior music experience is necessary. Student-
created soundtracks will be available on a password-protected 
website to share with friends and family. Students will work in pairs 
or teams for most of the program.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0316-001 $215.00

Ages 8-11, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0316-002 $215.00

Broadway Musicals
This course will cover the most influential musicals of the 20th and 
21st Century and how they influenced the musicals of today. We 
will learn the roles and jobs that work together to create a produc-
tion and try our hands at playwriting and design. In addition, each 
student will choose to present either a report on a favorite musical 
and/or a solo performance of a song from a show. The presenta-
tions will be viewed by the class on our final day. Book and mate-
rial are included in the price. Minimum 4, Maximum 12

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LMY0037-026 $225.00

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LMY0037-027 $225.00

Broadway Musicals: Continuing
You will continue exploring Broadway musicals and expand the 
repertoire to encompass more challenging songs and incorporate 
a higher level of expression. Through audio, video, theater games, 
movement, and live performance, this course will continue to 
enhance your vocal technique, stage experience, and confidence. 
You will present a performance for parents and friends during the 
last class session. Book and material are included in the price.
Minimum 4, Maximum 12

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LMY0038-009 $225.00

Bucket Drumming
Group hand drumming classes are designed to be a fun way 
to explore a variety of rhythms from around the world. You can 
expand your musical abilities through rhythmic games, listening, 
playing pieces, and hands-on drills. You will develop a basic un-
derstanding of various rhythm patterns as well as the basic, related 
terminology. The main instrument used will be the West African 
djembe. Instruments will be provided. No experience is necessary 
to participate. Minimum 4, Maximum 12

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LMY0043-006 $189.00

Disney Singers
Sing along to your favorite Disney songs. This class will focus on 
music and incorporate dance from a variety of Disney movies. You 
will learn singing warm-ups, Kurwin hand-signs, solfeggio, basic 
note identification, rhythms, and simple dynamic markings through 
the use of hands-on activities and written work. By the end of 
the session, you will have the songs memorized and ready for 
performance. The book Disney Solos for Kids will be used for this 
course. A few additional songs from Disney’s Frozen and Tangled 
will be learned as well! Book and material are included in the price.
Minimum 4, Maximum 12

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LMY0036-009 $249.00

Group Guitar for Beginners
Never played any instruments before? No worries. Played a little, 
but need a little more push? Join in! Learn basic picking, simple 
strumming skills, notation and chord charts, and basic right and 
left-hand techniques in a fun, relaxed, and supportive environment. 
You may bring their own guitar (acoustic or electric); otherwise, 
classical guitars will be provided for the duration of the course for 
no additional fee. Minimum 4, Maximum 10

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LMY0039-039 $189.00
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LMY0039-040 $189.00

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LMY0039-042 $189.00

Ages 8-14
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-10:25 am LMY0039-041 $199.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.
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Group Piano for Beginners
Learn to play the piano! This class is designed for absolute begin-
ners, and no piano or extra practice at home is needed. You will 
start at the very beginning and will have fun playing songs and lots 
of music games and activities every day. Instructional materials 
will provided and it strongly recommended for children to have a 
piano or keyboard at home If you have always wanted to try the 
keyboard, now is the time! Minimum 4, Maximum 10

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LMY0041-035 $189.00

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LMY0041-036 $199.00

Group Piano: Continuing
Continue learning the piano and dig deeper into the classical 
repertoire. Enhance your playing technique; develop listening skills, 
rhythmic accuracy, and expression. The group will expand the 
repertoire it covered in the beginners

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LMY0042-016 $199.00
07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LMY0042-015 $199.00

Group Ukulele for Beginners
The ukulele, that lovable little four-stringed instrument, is every-
where in pop music today. From George Harrison to Train to Bruno 
Mars to Jason Mraz and Zooey Deschanel, we can’t get enough! 
Learn to play the uke and get a great introduction to other fretted 
instruments including guitar, mandolin, and banjo. Students will 
enhance their playing technique; develop listening skills, rhythmic 
accuracy, and learn chord progressions. The group will cover a 
variety of genres that can range from country, folk, and blues to 
bluegrass. No experience required and instruments will be pro-
vided for the whole duration of the course.
Minimum 4, Maximum 10

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LMY0032-026 $199.00

Rap and Freestyle Masterclass
A two-week immersive course focused on the art of rap and free-
style. The first week is dedicated to writing and performing a rap 
song, and the second week explores freestyle rap and improvisa-
tion skills, culminating in a group cypher. Finding your voice and 
style, writing and performing lyrics, and developing stage pres-
ence.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0337-001 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0337-002 $225.00

Rock and Roll Camp
Jamming with professional band members, performers, and 
songwriters playing some of the greatest Rock and Roll songs of 
the last 40 years. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to jam, 
practice, and perform. You will spend 10 days learning the likes of 
iconic artists. The song selection will be customized to your play-
ing level and will be pulled from multiple genres. We will finish the 
course with a performance at Harper. Get ready to hit the stage 
and perform some of the most iconic rock anthems.
Minimum 4, Maximum 8

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LMY0050-008 $249.00

Stage/Sound/Screen

Film Acting Camp-Quiet on the Set
This extensive program will teach you all aspects of film produc-
tion taught by professionals, where everyone will get in front of 
the camera to star in a short film or go behind the scenes to find 
out what movie-making is all about. Learn about script creation, 
acting on film, and all the preproduction activities of a working set, 
including camera techniques, on-location shooting, wardrobe, 
make-up and editing. All participants will have roles based on their 
preferences. Either on film, behind the scenes and in most cases 
both. All students will receive a copy of the movie and if allowed 
we will premiere the film at Harper College for family and friends 
after editing is finished.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19 and July 4
06/10-07/05 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0025-009 $499.00

Ages 8-14
07/08-08/02 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0025-010 $549.00

Improv Games
Ever play an old game a new way, with your own rules or no rules? 
Sometimes we have the most fun when we think out of the box 
and let our imaginations run wild. That is improv! Improv lets you 
live in the moment, and it can be very funny to see what comes 
next. Develop your improv skills through fun techniques and 
games.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0016-019 $215.00

Ages 8-14
07/22-08/02 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0016-020 $225.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)



Find InZone online at: harpercollege.edu/inzone20

KidFlix: Short Film Writing Production Workshop
Be an Independent Filmmaker! Learn the craft of short filmmaking 
with creative friends in this immersive, team-based, two-week 
workshop. Throughout the first week, you will develop, write, 
rehearse, and plan an original three-minute short film with your 
crew. In week two, you will direct, shoot, and edit your film and 
present it for a parents-welcome screening on the last day. 
No prior film experience is required. Just participate, collaborate, 
and have fun producing your own no-budget movie! 
Minimum 6, Maximum 12

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LMY0233-001 $215.00

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LMY0233-002 $225.00

Making Documentary Films
Documentaries capture the real life stories of real people like you. 
This class will specifically document the experiences that kids have 
in the InZone program. You will learn to create a storyboard and 
receive tips on how to conduct good interviews. You will be in-
volved in all the pre-production activities of a working set including 
camera techniques and on-location shooting. All participants will 
have a variety of roles both on and off camera ranging from pro-
ducing and directing to acting and editing. At the end of class, we 
will premiere the completed film for family, friends and the public.

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0147-010 $349.00

Stand Up and Sketch Comedy Creation
Comedy comes in many forms and this class will highlight and 
develop two of the most common. Youwill earn how to find com-
edy in everyday life and work on comedy sketches and stand-up 
comedy routines. You will create a comedy routine with the help 
of the teachers that best fits your voice. Learn to spot the set-up 
and the punch line. Modeled (loosely) on theDrybarsocial media 
platform you will learn that comedy is built from experiences, is 
smartand a good comic can develop material that is from the most 
random of subjects and be enjoyable for all. Sketch work will be 
solo and in teams.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0224-011 $215.00

Ages 8-14
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0224-012 $225.00

Stars of the Stage
Fully experience every element of creating a theatrical project. Start 
by learning the language of theater, from the basics like stage right 
and stage left to more advanced concepts like arc of the narra-
tive and raising the stakes. Utilizing a collection of short plays, you 
will participate in an audition, a blocking rehearsal and a technical 
rehearsal. The result will be a performance of live theater to share 
what you have learned over the course of the class.

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0027-009 $329.00

Ages 8-14
08/05-08/09 9:00 am-4:00 pm LKD0027-010 $329.00

TeenFlix: Short Film Writing Production Workshop
Be an Independent Filmmaker! Learn the craft of short filmmak-
ing with creative friends in this immersive, team-based, two-week 
workshop. Throughout the first week, you will develop, write, re-
hearse, and plan an original three-minute short film with your crew. 
In week two, you will direct, shoot, and edit your film and present 
it for a parents-welcome screening on the last day. No prior film 
experience is required. Just participate, collaborate, and have fun 
producing your own no-budget movie! Minimum 6, Maximum 12

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LMY0234-001 $215.00
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LMY0234-002 $225.00

Stories, Writing and the World

American Sign Language
Imagine that you are working in a school, hospital, or court and 
helping people by translating between two languages. Interpreters 
do this each day. This class uses interactive activities to teach you 
how to communicate using American Sign Language, the sixth-
most used language in the U.S.A. with more than a million users. 
You will be introduced to Deaf culture as you learn the alphabet 
and more than 250 ASL signs.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0003-012 $215.00

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0003-013 $209.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.
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American Sign Language Continued
The goal of class is to get you to become more fluid in sign-
ing. Previous introduction to American Sign Language is helpful, 
especially in the area of the alphabet, numbers, and greetings. You 
will increase speed in fingerspelling and concentrate on expressive 
and receptive skills while communicating with American Sign Lan-
guage as each of us explains what we have done in the past day 
and see stories, as well. You will leave with more comfort social-
izing with people who regularly use ASL. This is a great course to 
follow LKD0003 American Sign Language.

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0189-008 $215.00

Creative Writing and Storytelling
Designed to spark imagination and foster the art of storytelling 
among students. The program will explore creative writing tech-
niques, story structure, character development, and various literary 
genres. It aims to encourage self-expression, creativity, and a love 
for literature.

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0333-001 $215.00

Fantasy Novel Writing
Dive into the realm of myth and magic! Learn how to set-up and 
begin writing a fantasy novel. From character creation to world 
building, writing dialogue to planning scenes, all you will need 
to build your adventure is a pen and paper, and a whole lot of 
imagination.

Ages 11-14, No class June 19
06/10-06/21 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0093-006 $215.00

Harry Potter: First Year
First Year students! Pack your bags and head to Platform 9 ¾ for 
a trip to Hogwarts. Put on the sorting hat and become part of the 
Gryffindor, Ravenclaw, Hufflepuff or Slytherin house. Focusing on 
all the books in J.K. Rowling’s popular Harry Potter series, we will 
play games, make crafts and participate in fun science projects to 
keep your magic skills in order.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0010-007 $215.00

Harry Potter: Second Year
As a Second Year Hogwarts student, you will sew a wizard hat, 
create a wizard chess set, start  Quidditch practice and make your 
own Nimbus 2009. You will also attend classes, including The Care 
and Handling of Magical Creatures (with an introduction to Pygmie 
Puffs) and Potions and Transfiguration. Watch out! The traditional 
competition for the House Cup gets a bit more difficult.

Ages 8-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0052-007 $215.00

Harry Potter: Storytelling and RPG
Delve into the world of Harry Potter with this pen and paper game. 
Learn the basic rules of roleplaying, while writing one shot adven-
tures that take place in the Wizarding World. You

Ages 8-14
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0245-004 $225.00

Harry Potter: Third Year
Third Year Hogwarts students create spell books to use in class 
and house badges. They also get to write for the wizarding news-
paper (The Daily Prophet), finger-knit house book scarves, and 
attend classes like Advanced Care of Magical Creatures and The 
History of Hogwarts and Divination. The competition for the House 
Cup rivals the Tri-wizard tournament in difficulty!

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0144-007 $215.00

Harry Potter: Year Four and Beyond
For Harry Potter FAN-atics who have read ALL the books, this is 
the class! How did J.K. Rowling create the world of Harry Potter? 
What message does Ms. Rowling want us to get from the series? 
Has Harry Potter had an impact on our society? Watch an inter-
view with the author, discuss the archetypes in her stories and 
learn the legends, myths and reality behind them. We will also try 
knitting house book scarves and stylizing our favorite Dumbledore 
quote, suitable for framing!

Ages 8-14
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0143-005 $225.00

Japanese I
Learn the unique language of the Far East. Through the use of 
games, video, origami and calligraphy, immerse yourself in a 
culture based on ancient tradition. For some extra fun, you will 
earn classroom yen, the Harper version of Japanese currency, and 
experience a Japanese shopping event like you might find on the 
streets of Tokyo.

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0137-011 $205.00

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0137-012 $205.00

Model United Nations
Become one of the 400,000 students around the world in Model 
United Nations! Assume the role of an ambassador and represent 
your country to solve current world issues. Throughout the week 
students will research a world problem, develop solutions, and 
negotiate consensus with their peers. This program teaches teens 
and tweens core skills such as research, writing, public speaking, 
problem solving, and conflict resolution. Model UN alumni have 
gone on to become supreme court justices, world leaders, law-
yers, and business professionals. No prior experience is needed.

Ages 11-14, no class on July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0297-003 $215.00

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0297-004 $225.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)



Find InZone online at: harpercollege.edu/inzone22

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

On the Case: Detective Fiction
If bumps in the night, missing jewelry, or false suspects and crazy 
plot twists has you donning your best hat and searching for your 
spyglass, then this class is for you. Learn about different types of 
crime stories and the detectives who solve them. Then, try your 
hand at solving a few whodunits yourself. Play a game of Clue and 
create mysteries for your family and friends to solve!

Ages 11-14
06/03-06/07 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0092-007 $225.00

Percy Jackson and the Olympians
Welcome to Camp Half-Blood! Enter the world of Rick Riordan’s 
Percy Jackson & the Olympians book series, where you will make 
your very own Riptide sword, play capture the flag, eat blue 
food, go on an InZone Quest and make Harper College safe from 
Cronus and his followers. Return to the real world with your own 
Camp Half-Blood bead necklace! NOTE: This course is inspired by 
the characters and events in the Percy Jackson & the Olympian 
series by Rick Riordan but are not endorsed by the author or 
publisher.

Ages 8-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0002-006 $215.00

Science Fiction Short Story Writing
Explore strange new worlds, seek out new life and new civiliza-
tions, and boldly go where no one has gone before! You will learn 
what makes a fantastic science fiction story, design your own 
planet, and create short stories of exploration and wonder. Come 
join us as we delve into a universe of possibilities!

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0097-004 $215.00

Yes, Writing Can Be Fun
Sylvan teachers put the fun into writing, through interactive, hands-
on activities, like games, puzzles and contests. Through group and 
individualized instruction, students learn a variety of key writing 
skills by responding to text, while focused on key comprehension 
skills like Main Ideas, Details and Conclusions. Students also learn 
and practice Writing Mechanics skills like Spelling, Capitalization 
and Punctuation. Yes, writing can be fun!

Ages 8-11, no class on June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0327-001 $215.00

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0327-002 $225.00

Tech Knowledgy

3D Printing and Aerospace Engineering
Get an introduction to 3D printing through a focus on aerospace 
engineering.  Learn how to use TinkerCAD to design rockets, 
gliders, and hand helicopters.  In addition, explore the concepts 
behind aerospace engineering with hands-on projects.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0076-005 $259.00

3D Printing and Harry Potter
Take your love of Harry Potter to a whole new level when you learn 
the basics of 3D printing while completing Harry Potter themed 
projects. You will learn to use Computer Aided Design (CAD) to 
create and print 3D objects right before your eyes. Projects include 
Wands, a Deathly Hallows necklace, a Time Turner, and various 
Hogwarts house items. In addition, your Harry Potter themed 
activities will include a potions lesson and a Quidditch match.

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0091-007 $259.00

3D Printing Character Design
This class teaches you how to create Computer Aided Designs 
using TinkerCAD and then print them in 3D out of plastic right 
before your eyes. You will explore the exciting world of 3D Printing 
while making their favorite characters from pop culture including: 
Pokemon; Minecraft, Among Us, Sponge Bob, Harry Potter and 
more. Learn this easy-to-use software and create projects to turn 
dreams into a 3D reality.

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0310-001 $259.00

DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.

“After our son completed Harper’s InZone 

classes, we noticed that he was motivated and 

excited for school to start and use all the 

knowledge he’s learned over the summer.

-Deanna A.
”
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3D Printing Jewelry Making
You will learn how to create Computer Aided Designs using Tinker-
CAD and then then print them in 3D out of plastic right before your 
eyes. In this class you will explore the exciting world of 3D Printing 
while making custom jewelry including ear rings, key chains, 
bracelets, necklaces and more. Learn this easy-to-use software 
and create projects to turn dreams into a 3D reality.

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0311-001 $259.00

3D Printing Puzzles and Escape Room
Begin your exploration into the world of 3D printing through activi-
ties based around exciting 3D printed projects including brain 
teaser puzzles and a marble maze. You will be also be challenged 
to complete an instructor made escape room and work in teams 
to create your own escape room.

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0152-008 $249.00

3D Printing Through Stem
Get a great introduction to the exciting world of 3D printing by 
learning how to use the TinkerCAD computer-aided-design (CAD) 
system to create and print 3D, kid-friendly projects. Explore the 
world of science and engineering with hands on STEM projects 
including Pokémon and Minecraft characters which you’ll take 
home.

Ages 11-14
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0074-010 $259.00
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0074-011 $259.00

A.I. Adventures: Introduction to Machine 
Learning
Explore the world of artificial intelligence to design fully interac-
tive games and experiences using cutting-edge technology. This 
program combines artificial intelligence with coding to create an 
unforgettable learning adventure. Students will construct machine 
learning models that use image and text recognition within block-
based coding software to build a portfolio of projects. Student-
created projects will be available on a password-protected Black 
Rocket website to share with friends and family. Students will work 
in pairs or teams for most of the program.

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0315-001 $225.00

Ages 8-11
07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0315-002 $225.00

Advance to Real World Coding with Python
You will learn Python from Sylvan Learning teachers utilizing the 
award winning Tynker platform. There are 3 Levels: 1) Python 
Fundamentals, 2) Advanced Python Concepts and 3) Coding Pro-
ficiency. We have over 150 lessons, all taught in a fun, immersive 
setting. Coding skills include Python syntax, I/O, math functions, 
conditional statements, loops and many more. We will place stu-
dents based on coding experience and parent input gathered prior 
to the class, as well as a placement assessment tool. Students 
can take multiple sessions of this class and can continue working 
on the Tynker platform after the class.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0303-005 $215.00

Ages 11-14
08/05-08/09 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0303-006 $225.00

Adventures In Robot Building
The staff at RobotCity Workshop return to lead you through this 
intense robotic adventure. Learn the basics of electronics and 
mechanical science, from gears and motors to the types of energy 
used to power robots. This year will feature a number of all newest 
programmable STEM robots for children that will allow students to 
play and learn at the same time such as the Edison, Smart Cleaner 
Robot and featuring Cam Robot are just a sample of the robotics 
projects. You will build multiple robots related science, technology 
and mechanics and STEM arts that you get to take them home for 
further experimentation.

Ages 8-11
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0017-019 $315.00

Ages 8-11, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0017-020 $299.00

Ages 8-11
07/22-08/02 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0017-021 $315.00

Coding Fundamentals with Block Coding
You will learn coding from Sylvan teachers utilizing the award win-
ning Tynker platform. There are 3 Levels: 1) Programming Basics, 
2) Create with Code, and 3) Advanced Proficiency. We have over 
150 lessons, all taught in a visual, kid-friendly way. Coding skills 
include sequencing, pattern recognition, loops, conditional logic 
and many more. We will place students based on coding experi-
ence and parent input gathered prior to the class, as well as a 
placement assessment tool. Students can take multiple sessions 
of this class and can continue working on the Tynker platform after 
the class.

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0302-004 $215.00

Ages 8-11
07/22-08/02 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0302-005 $225.00

Creative Coders: AI Art Generator
Explore the fusion of art and AI in this exciting course! You will 
use React and OpenAI to build unique AI art generator web page, 
creating and customizing art prompts for distinctive image and text 
outputs. Learn web development basics while unleashing creativity 
in designing a personal artistic style and interactive interface.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0340-001 $225.00



Find InZone online at: harpercollege.edu/inzone24

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)

Cyber Spies
With the worlds increased reliance on digital data, cyber security 
is more important than ever! In this class you are all that stands 
between a group of international hackers launching cyber attacks 
and world peace. Through a series of challenges, students will 
learn to apply tools used by professional digital forensics teams to 
crack codes and use encryption. Working in teams you will col-
lect clues, recover lost data, and explore the tools of the trade to 
become the next great cyber spy!

Ages 8-11, no class on June 19
06/10-06/21 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0294-003 $215.00

Ages 11-14, no class on July 4
06/24-07/05 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0294-004 $215.00

Design Sprint Challenge
A two-week intensive course introducing students to the concept 
and practice of design sprints, a method popularized in tech 
companies like Google and Facebook (Meta). The course aims to 
teach the fundamentals of design thinking and rapid prototyping 
in a hands-on, interactive environment. Week one Introduces the 
five phases of a design sprint: Understand, Diverge, Converge, 
Prototype, and Test. Week two applies the learned concepts in a 
practical design sprint challenge.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0336-001 $215.00

Exploring the Future of the Internet
A course aimed at demystifying Web 3.0, blockchain technology, 
and NFTs, designed to provide you with a foundational under-
standing of these emerging digital concepts. The program will 
explore how these technologies are shaping the future of digital 
interaction, finance, and art.

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0341-001 $225.00

Innovative Robot Building
The robot revolution has arrived from the future, and generations 
of artists and engineers must be prepared! Explore robotics Led 
by the RobotCity Workshop staff, learn the concepts of electricity, 
mechanics, sensors, programming, and how to apply them artisti-
cally while building Do-It-Yourself robot kits you get to take home! 
This year will feature a number of all newest interactive educational 
robots such as Edison, Moto Bot and the Chain Robot is just 
a sample of the robotics projects. You will build multiple robots 
related to science, technology and mechanics and STEM arts that 
you get to take them home for further experimentation.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4
06/24-07/05 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0048-018 $299.00

Ages 11-14
07/22-08/02 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0048-019 $315.00
08/05-08/09 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0048-020 $315.00

Let’s Build It: Robotics
Enter into the fascinating world of robotics. In this exciting STEAM 
program, you will design, build and test your very own robots 
under the guidance of an experienced AES instructor. Projects 
include remote control cars, claws, cranes, crawlers, and battle 
bots. Educational components include gear ratios, mechanical de-
sign, electronics, and robotics engineering. No previous experience 
is necessary, just a desire to have fun, build, and learn.

Ages 8-11
06/03-06/07 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0246-004 $225.00
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0246-005 $225.00

Make Your First 3D Video Game
In this Black Rocket classic, you will go well beyond the limitations 
of the traditional 2D game design classes and create an immer-
sive 3D world. Students will learn the physics behind 3D games, 
explore beginner event scripting, level design, controlling the flow 
of gameplay, and storytelling. Student projects will be available on 
a password-protected Black Rocket website to share with friends 
and family. Projects are only compatible with Windows devices. 
Students will work in pairs or teams for most of the program.

Ages 8-11
08/05-08/09 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0318-001 $225.00

Ages 11-14
08/05-08/09 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0318-002 $225.00

Minecraft Modders
Use your favorite game to learn the basics of modding and foun-
dations of programming. Learn scripting and logic statements as 
you create your first mod! Introductory coding will also be taught 
through a simulated environment inspired by Minecraft. Your 
projects will be available on a Black Rocket website to share with 
friends and family. To access their project at home students must 
own a PC/MAC version of Minecraft. Tablet, phone, or game con-
sole versions of Minecraft are not compatible. Students will work in 
teams for most of the program.

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0046-023 $225.00

Python Programmers
Want to learn the world’s fastest-growing programming language 
favored by Google, NASA, YouTube, and the CIA? Learn how to 
code with Python to create engaging apps and games. Each les-
son takes you step-by-step on a programming path that will let you 
challenge friends with fun content you create from start to 
finish!? Returning students can create more advanced projects 
that build on previous years. 

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 2:35 pm-4:00 pm LKD0085-028 $215.00
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DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.

Roblox: Coders and Entrepreneurs
Discover how to code in the Lua language while playing and 
designing worlds in ROBLOXreg, an online universe where you can 
create anything you dream of. This class combines game design 
concepts, coding, and fun! Young entrepreneurs will also learn 
how to navigate Robloxrs fast growing marketplace to publish their 
games. Games will be available on a password protected Black 
Rocket website to share with friends and family. You will work in 
pairs or teams for most of the program.

Ages 8-11
06/03-06/07 9:00 am-12:00 pm LKD0086-022 $225.00

Ages 11-14
06/03-06/07 1:00 pm-4:00 pm LKD0086-023 $225.00

Robots Do What?
You want to find out cool stuff when working with LED lights, 3V 
motors, and Lithium batteries creating paper circuits and robots 
then this is the class for you. Building fun origami robots ignite 
understanding and passion for basic robotics and coding. Parent 
supervision for projects coming home is required.

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0307-001 $215.00

The Real World of Gaming
A Sylvan team member with real world gaming experience will 
share his experiences, focusing on how to: 1) create games that 
are genuinely entertaining, 2) discover your own niche in gaming, 
3) cultivate your personality or brand, 4) ensure a healthy balance 
between school/other commitments and gaming. Students should 
have some experience in the gaming world.

Ages 11-14, no class July 4

06/24-07/05 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0328-001 $215.00

Virtual Reality: The Future is Now
Embark on an EPIC adventure in virtual reality! In this cutting-edge 
class, you will learn the foundations of VR design by creating your 
own virtual worlds, exploring simulated environments, and crafting 
memorable 3D experiences. Students may take the class without 
a headset, or use any headset that works with a mobile phone. VR 
projects will be available on a password protected Black Rocket 
website to share with friends and family.Compatible with MAC, 
Windows and Chrome OS.

Ages 8-11
07/08-07/19 9:00 am-10:25 am LKD0087-024 $225.00

Ages 11-14
07/08-07/19 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0087-025 $225.00

YouTube Content Creators
Find your voice and leave your mark on the world! Whether you 
are six or sixteen, it is time to start a career as the next YouTube 
star. Explore the variety of content and personalities that exist on 
YouTube and how to find your own niche. Learn what is accept-
able on the platform and how to practice good digital citizenship. 
Develop your on-camera presence, your own channel branding, 
and professional editing skills. Take home a plan for launching your 
own channel with the content created in class! Student projects 
will be available on a password protected Black Rocket website to 
share with friends and family.

Ages 8-11, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 1:00 pm-2:25 pm LKD0220-019 $215.00

Ages 11-14, no class June 19
06/10-06/21 10:35 am-12:00 pm LKD0220-020 $215.00

On-Campus Classes (Ages 8-14)
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Debate Camp
Debate, and especially the ability to communicate effectively to an 
informed audience, is a basic requirement in all academic disci-
plines. Whether you have no experience or are a seasoned vet-
eran, you will benefit from becoming a better debater. This camp is 
an immersive experience that cannot be duplicated in the regular 
high school year. You will develop skills in goal development, event 
instruction, critical thinking, research expectations, case writing 
with individualized instructor revisions, block writing, responsive 
activities, tournament preparation, and competitive practice 

Ages 14-18
07/22-07/26  10:45 am-3:30 pm  LHS0002-008  $275.00

Sylvan ACT Exam Prep
It’s proven that students can increase their ACT scores in a matter 
of weeks. Harper partners with Sylvan Learning to offer the ACT 
exam prep at Sylvan locations within the Harper community. With 
small group instruction, practice tests, and the SylvanPrep online 
tool, students cover all areas of the ACT exam. Sylvan guarantees 
increased scores when students attend a minimum of 80% of 
scheduled in-class time and complete eight hours of online 
instruction. Students are awarded six complimentary hours of 
Sylvan instruction if they do not meet this goal. 
Prerequisite: LAS 0003 ACT/SAT Practice 101. 
Discount codes do not apply to this course.

Ages 14-17
06/30-08/11  2:00 pm-6:00 pm  LAS0001-030  $599.00

DID YOU KNOW? 
You can LOOK UP InZone classes online and REGISTER too!

Search by COURSE NUMBER (LKD 0059)  
at harpercollege.edu/inzone.

On-Campus Classes 
(Ages 14-17)

Online Classes 
(Ages 8-14)

Online Technology Classes 
(Ages 8-14)

The InZone 2024 online class schedule is posted at 
harpercollege.edu/inzone

Visit Tech Knowledgy Online at the bottom of the page for 
additional information.

Tech Knowledgy Online
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Program Details

THE BASICS

Welcome!
After registering for InZone, visit harpercollege.edu/inzone and 
download your InZone Welcome Packet. The packet includes 
a welcome letter, waivers, and lunch options for 2024. The 
packet will be available online by May 22 and emailed prior to 
the start of program. 

Questions? Email inzone@harpercollege.edu.

Contact Information
Help us keep in touch! Make sure we have your current email 
address and phone numbers. Call 847.925.6300 to update.

Location
All programs begin at Harper College’s main campus at    
1200 West Algonquin Road in Palatine. 

Drop-Off/Pick-Up

Drop-Off/Pick-Up Site and Procedure
InZone’s only designated and supervised drop-
off/pick-up site is in the circular drive, in front of the 
Student Center (Building A), accessible from the 
Algonquin Road entrance.  

Drop-off/Pick-Up Times
For safety reasons, children are not to be on campus 
unless accompanied by an adult or registered for 
InZone programs. Additionally, Harper College policy 
states that students cannot be on campus more than 
15 minutes prior to their first class, and they must be 
picked up within 15 minutes after dismissal of their 
class. 

Late Pick-Up Procedure and Offenses
Participants not picked up will be escorted to After Care in 
Building M, and remain until a parent/guardian comes in to  
pick him/her up. NOTE: Repeated late pick-up offenses  
will result in termination from InZone without a refund. 

Avoid late pick-up issues! For your convenience, supervised 
Before and After Care is available. 

Inclement Weather Policy
During inclement weather, InZone staff will coordinate with  
the Harper College Police to ensure the safety of your child.  
In situations of heavy rain, lightning and severe storms, staff will 
move children to the safest possible location according to the 
guidelines of the Harper Police Department. When these 
situations occur during pick-up time, the InZone program will 
be in lock-down mode inside of the Student Center, Building A or 
the Foglia Foundation Health and Recreation Center, Building M if 
the student is in a sports program. We ask that during these 
situations parents come into the building to pick up their 
children. Children will not be released outside during lock-down 
mode without a guardian present. There will be designated staff 
members near the pick-up location to provide information 
during these situations.

KEEPING YOU SAFE AND IN TOUCH

Safety: Program Aides Lead
We are committed to creating a positive experience for all 
students, and your child’s safety is our number one concern. 
InZone program aides are at the forefront of keeping your child 
safe and happy during camp. Encouraging your child to take 
questions, concerns or problems to an aide and to look to aides  
for instructions will help us better meet your child’s needs. 

Harper College is an open campus during the summer. To 
maintain the safety of your children, InZone aides are 
strategically placed around campus to monitor InZone students 
as they travel between classes, during drop-off and pick-up, 
and alongside instructors during classes. All aides are easy to 
spot! Look for their official InZone t-shirts and identification 
badges. 

Emergency Text Alerts
In the event of a campus emergency, it is vital that we contact 
you as quickly as possible. Sign-up for Harper Emergency Text 
Alerts by visiting getrave.com/login/harpercollege, to receive 
real-time information, in a text message, sent to your cell 
phone.

•  Your name and phone number will not be shared outside  
of this system. 

• Participation is voluntary and open to the public. 
• You can cancel the service at any time. 
•  The service is free. (Consult your cell phone carrier. 

Standard message rates may apply.) 
•  Questions about Emergency Text Alerts? Contact the 

Student Service Desk.
•  Emergency updates are also communicated via Harper 

College’s general phone number 847.925.6000 and notices  
on harpercollege.edu.

POLICIES TO HELP US HELP YOU

Ages
Students must be eight years old before September 1, 
2024 in order to participate in InZone programs for 
students 8-14 years old. The InZone curriculum is 
designed to be age-appropriate. It is the responsibility of a 
parent or guardian to ensure that his or her child is placed 
in an age-appropriate class. Select courses are open to 
students younger or older than InZone’s standard 8-14 
range. Children must turn six years old by September 1, 
2024 in order to participate in the InZone Junior 
Explorers Camps for students 6-8 years old.

Class Capacity and Cancellations
In keeping with our mission to provide individualized 
instruction, InZone enrollment is limited to maintain our 8:1 ratio 
of kids to adults. As a non-profit organization whose 
programs are self-supporting, InZone also requires a minimum 
number of enrolled students in order to run a class. To avoid 
inconvenience to students, InZone staff will cancel a course with 
low enrollment one full week in advance of the start date and 
offer students alternate classes, or a full refund. Avoid 
disappointment and register early!
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Program Details
Release Waiver: Required for Every Camper
All campers must submit a signed InZone Medical and 
Student Conduct Waiver before attending any InZone 
programs. After you have registered for at least one InZone 
2024 program, scan the QR code below to complete the 
InZone Waiver. The InZone waiver will also be sent as part of 
the InZone Welcome Packet and emailed separately to the 
student’s email associated with the account used for 
registration. For additional waivers, please contact us at 
inzone@harpercollege.edu or call 847.925.6876. 

Scan me to submit 
an InZone waiver.

Absences and Extended Illnesses
Attendance is taken daily in all programs. If your child will be 
absent, call: 847.925.6941 or email: inzone@harpercollege.
edu. Parents should report absences no later than one hour 
before the start of a program. Calls will be made to parents for 
any unreported absences. There will be no make-up classes 
or prorated refunds for missed classes.

Medication / Special Health Needs
Please let us know in advance if your student requires 
medication during InZone programs. Call 847.925.6454 after 
May 24 or email inzone@harpercollege.edu to notify us and 
obtain further information.

Students with Disabilities
In accord with federal and state law, Harper College makes  
every effort to provide reasonable accommodations to qualifying 
students with disabilities. To inquire about the process for 
receiving accommodations for InZone, please contact Access & 
Disability Services (ADS) to schedule an InZone intake 
appointment at 847.925.6266 voice or 866.327.1630 
videophone. An ADS staff member will review medical and/or 
educational documentation and discuss with students and 
parents what possible accommodations may be reasonable. 
Personal services such as restroom assistance, support with 
mobility around campus, or direct one-to-one supervision 
are not provided. On rare occasions, it may be determined 
that requests for accommodation within InZone cannot be met if 
they pose a serious health or safety risk, or significantly alter the 
intent of the course or program. For additional information, 
contact ADS at 847.925.6266 voice or 866.327.1630 
videophone, or Community Education at 847.925.6300.

Tax Credit
An employed parent or legal guardian may qualify for a tax 
credit for child care/dependent care for his/her child who 
attends InZone programs. As the law has specific regulations, 
interested parents will need to consult their tax advisor for 
details. Our Federal Tax ID number is 36-2582782.

We are not responsible for lost or stolen items

GET TO KNOW INZONE

Campus Orientation Tours
Families and students new to the InZone program are 
encouraged to attend an orientation tour. Returning families are 
also welcome to join us.  An InZone representative will give an 
overview of the program and tour the campus facilities that 
make InZone a great educational and fun experience. Tours start 
in building Z, Room Z102. Parking available in Lot 3.
Tour Dates:
 • Wednesday, May 29, 6 pm
 • Tuesday, June 4, 6 pm
 • Wednesday, June 26, 6 pm

Scan me to RSVP or 
visit harpercollege.edu/inzone
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Planning Guide

6/3/2024 - 6/7/2024, 9:00 AM-12:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
3D Printing Through Stem LKD0074-010 $259 Ages 11-14 

Adventures In Robot Building LKD0017-019 $315 Ages 8-11

Camp Ooey Gooey LKD0034-015 $225 Ages 8-11

Design it, Draw it, Wear it LKD0319-001 $225 Ages 8-11

Digital Art LKD0323-001 $249 Ages 11-14

Grand STEM Challenge: Renewable Energy LKD0064-010 $225 Ages 8-11

Harper Coaches Basketball Camp LPK0006-014 $225 Ages 8-14

Harry Potter: Storytelling and RPG LKD0245-004 $225 Ages 8-14

Origami LKD0139-016 $215 Ages 8-14

Roblox: Coders and Entrepreneurs LKD0086-022 $225 Ages 8-11

The Do Good Movement LKD0330-001 $199 Ages 6-8

6/3/2024 - 6/7/2024, 9:00 AM-4:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
IDEAShop: Engineering Explorers LKD0252-003 $325 Ages 11-14

6/3/2024 - 6/7/2024, 1:00 PM-4:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Creating Art: Pond Habitats LKD0324-001 $225 Ages 6-8

CSI: Observe, Collect and Inspect LKD0136-016 $225 Ages 11-14

Lego Bot Labs LKD0051-010 $225 Ages 8-11

Let’s Build It: Robotics LKD0246-004 $225 Ages 8-11

Lift Off Engineering LKD0020-012 $225 Ages 8-11

Multi-Sports and Game Play LPK0015-043 $199 Ages 8-14

On the Case: Detective Fiction LKD0092-007 $225 Ages 11-14

Reflection, Connection, and Renewal LKD0331-001 $225 Ages 11-14

Roblox: Coders and Entrepreneurs LKD0086-023 $225 Ages 11-14

Textile Stamping and Printing LKD0322-001 $225 Ages 11-14

This Planning Guide lists all programs and course numbers except: Before/After Care, Lunch Meal Plan, Cafeteria Attendance, and most programs not 
held during standard InZone course times.  IDEAShop Makerspace Makerspace classes vary in length throughout the entire summer. 
Check the planning guide for scheduling options for these classes.

Course numbers for Before/After Care and Cafeteria Attendance are listed on the Worksheet following the Planning Guide.    
Course numbers are required for registration.

Download this guide and worksheet at harpercollege.edu/inzone. 
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Planning Guide
6/10/2024 - 6/21/2024, 9:00 AM-10:25 AM No camp 6/19
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
3D Printing Puzzles and Escape Room LKD0152-008 $249 Ages 11-14

Be Your Own Artist LKD0125-012 $229 Ages 8-11

Biotechnology LKD0071-013 $215 Ages 11-14

Broadway Musicals LMY0037-026 $225 Ages 11-14

Cookies, Bars and Breads LKD0160-016 $215 Ages 8-11

Cyber Spies LKD0294-003 $215 Ages 8-11

Group Guitar for Beginners LMY0039-040 $189 Ages 8-14

Group Piano for Beginners LMY0041-035 $189 Ages 8-14

Harper Coaches Track Camp LPK0003-013 $215 Ages 8-14

Harry Potter: First Year LKD0010-007 $215 Ages 8-14

IDEAShop: AI Explorations LKD0251-005 $199 Ages 11-14

Introduction to Photography LMY0055-023 $215 Ages 11-14

Japanese I LKD0137-011 $205 Ages 11-14

Multi-Sports and Game Play LPK0015-044 $189 Ages 8-14

Printmaking LKD0280-004 $215 Ages 11-14

Spin Off LKD0024-016 $215 Ages 11-14

Tennis LPK0014-031 $205 Ages 8-14

Youth Leadership and Empowerment LKD0332-001 $215 Ages 11-14

6/10/2024 - 6/21/2024, 9:00 AM-12:00 PM No camp 6/19
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Let’s Build, Let’s Play LKD0344-001 $299 Ages 6-8

6/10/2024 - 7/5/2024, 9:00 AM-12:00 PM No camp 6/19 and 7/4
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Film Acting Camp-Quiet on the Set LKD0025-009 $499 Ages 8-14

6/10/2024 - 6/21/2024, 10:35 AM-12:00 PM No camp 6/19
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
3D Printing Character Design LKD0310-001 $259 Ages 11-14

Better Than Drive Thru LKD0159-012 $215 Ages 11-14

Bucket Drumming LMY0043-006 $189 Ages 8-11

Creative Writing and Storytelling LKD0333-001 $215 Ages 11-14

Design the City of the Future LKD0021-009 $229 Ages 8-11

Harper Coaches Volleyball Camp LPK0020-014 $215 Ages 8-14

Harry Potter: Second Year LKD0052-007 $215 Ages 8-14

IDEAShop: AI Explorations LKD0251-006 $199 Ages 11-14

Introduction to Digital Art and Photo Manipulation LMY0236-001 $215 Ages 11-14

KidFlix: Short Film Writing & Production Workshop LMY0233-001 $215 Ages 8-11

Origami LKD0139-017 $205 Ages 8-14

Printmaking LKD0280-005 $215 Ages 8-11

Robots Do What? LKD0307-001 $215 Ages 11-14

Tennis LPK0014-032 $205 Ages 8-14

YouTube® Content Creators LKD0220-019 $215 Ages 11-14
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Planning Guide
6/10/2024 - 6/21/2024, 1:00 PM-2:25 PM No camp 6/19

Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
A Brush with the Masters LKD0286-003 $215 Ages 8-14

Adobe for Artists, the Youth Version LMY0126-002 $249 Ages 11-14

Crime Scene to Courtroom: Order in the Court LKD0059-013 $215 Ages 11-14

Crochet Accessories LKD0309-001 $215 Ages 8-14

Cupcake Canvas LKD0128-022 $215 Ages 8-11

Experiments in Creativity LKD0321-001 $215 Ages 8-11

Group Guitar for Beginners LMY0039-039 $189 Ages 8-14

Harper Coaches Basketball Camp: Girls LPK0021-011 $215 Ages 8-14

Harper Coaches Soccer Camp LPK0013-022 $215 Ages 8-14

Improv Games LKD0016-019 $215 Ages 8-14

InZone Swim Camp LPK0019-036 $215 Ages 8-14

Let’s Build It: Snap Circuits LKD0247-004 $215 Ages 8-11

Pickleball LPK0030-004 $215 Ages 8-14

TeenFlix: Short Film Writing & Production Workshop LMY0234-001 $215 Ages 8-11

Yes, Writing Can Be Fun LKD0327-001 $215 Ages 8-11

YouTube® Content Creators LKD0220-020 $215 Ages 8-11

6/10/2024 - 6/21/2024, 1:00 PM-4:00 PM No camp 6/19
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
IDEAShop: Build A Battlebot and Rumble LKD0287-003 $325 Ages 11-14

Little Inventors: Create Your Own Coloring Book LKD0334-001 $315 Ages 6-8

6/10/2024 - 6/21/2024, 2:35 PM-4:00 PM No camp 6/19
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
American Sign Language LKD0003-012 $215 Ages 8-14

Coding Fundamentals with Block Coding LKD0302-004 $215 Ages 8-11

Drawing for Fun LKD0283-003 $215 Ages 8-11

Fantasy Novel Writing LKD0093-006 $215 Ages 11-14

InZone Swim Camp LPK0019-037 $215 Ages 8-14

Kitchen Clash LKD0015-013 $215 Ages 11-14

Multi-Sports and Game Play LPK0015-045 $189 Ages 8-14

Python Programmers LKD0085-028 $215 Ages 8-11

Stand Up and Sketch Comedy Creation LKD0224-011 $215 Ages 8-14

Step Into STEAM LKD0267-009 $215 Ages 8-11
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Planning Guide
6/24/2023 - 7/5/2023, 9:00 AM-10:25 AM No camp 7/4
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Advance to Real World Coding with Python LKD0303-005 $215 Ages 11-14

Beats and Jams: Digital Music Creators LKD0316-001 $215 Ages 11-14

Bountiful Breakfasts LKD0127-020 $215 Ages 8-11

Broadway Musicals LMY0037-027 $225 Ages 11-14

Entrepreneurship: From Ideas to Action LKD0335-001 $215 Ages 11-14

Group Guitar for Beginners LMY0039-042 $189 Ages 8-

Harper Coaches Basketball Camp: Girls LPK0021-012 $215 Ages 8-14

Harper Coaches Track Camp LPK0003-014 $215 Ages 8-

Harry Potter: Third Year LKD0144-007 $215 Ages 8-14

Innovative Robot Building LKD0048-018 $299 Ages 11-14

My Dream Room: Designing Indoor Spaces LKD0028-017 $229 Ages 8-11

Origami LKD0139-018 $205 Ages 8-14

Pokémon: Mastering the Card Game LKD0018-020 $205 Ages 8-14

Tennis LPK0014-033 $205 Ages 8-14

6/24/2023 - 7/5/2023, 9:00 AM-12:00 PM No camp 7/4
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Crazy Circuits and Raising Minions Project LKD0346-001 $299 Ages 6-8

6/24/2023 - 7/5/2023, 10:35 AM-12:00 PM No camp 7/4
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Adventures In Robot Building LKD0017-020 $299 Ages 8-11

Awesome Appetizers LKD0124-019 $215 Ages 11-14

Broadway Musicals: Continuing LMY0038-009 $225 Ages 11-14

Camp Ooey Gooey LKD0034-016 $215 Ages 8-11

Construct a Critter LKD0036-009 $215 Ages 8-11

Design Sprint Challenge LKD0336-001 $215 Ages 11-14

Engineering: Bridge Design LKD0065-007 $215 Ages 8-11

Harper Coaches Basketball Camp LPK0006-015 $215 Ages 8-14

Japanese I LKD0137-012 $205 Ages 11-14

Model United Nations LKD0297-003 $215 Ages 11-14

Pickleball LPK0030-005 $215 Ages 8-14

Pokémon: Mastering the Card Game LKD0018-021 $205 Ages 8-14

Science Fiction Short Story Writing LKD0097-004 $215 Ages 11-14

Tennis LPK0014-034 $205 Ages 8-14

Young Architects: Glass House LKD0080-011 $229 Ages 11-14
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Planning Guide
6/24/2023 - 7/5/2023, 1:00 PM-2:25 PM No camp 7/4

Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Beats and Jams: Digital Music Creators LKD0316-002 $215 Ages 8-11

Checkmate Chess LKD0038-029 $215 Ages 8-14

Crochet Granny Squares LKD0308-001 $215 Ages 8-14

CSI: Observe, Collect and Inspect LKD0136-017 $215 Ages 11-14

Digital Animation LKD0022-010 $229 Ages 11-14

Harper Coaches Volleyball Camp LPK0020-015 $209 Ages 8-14

Holiday Treats LKD0129-017 $215 Ages 8-11

InZone Swim Camp LPK0019-038 $215 Ages 8-14

Rap and Freestyle Masterclass LKD0337-001 $215 Ages 11-14

Rock and Roll Camp LMY0050-008 $249 Ages 8-14  

The Real World of Gaming LKD0328-001 $215 Ages 11-14

Wild Wonders LKD0285-003 $215 Ages 11-14

You are the Star LKD0292-002 $215 Ages 8-14

6/24/2023 - 7/5/2023, 1:00 PM-4:00 PM No camp 7/4
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
IDEAShop: Program Self-Driving Cars and Robots LKD0305-002 $249 Ages 13-17

Junior Explorers: STEAM and Lego Building LKD0274-005 $299 Ages 6-8

Stars of the Stage LKD0027-009 $329 Ages 8-14

6/24/2023 - 7/5/2023, 2:35 PM-4:00 PM No camp 7/4
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
American Sign Language Continued LKD0189-008 $215 Ages 8-14

Bake It, Take It LKD0141-018 $215 Ages 8-11

Checkmate Chess LKD0038-030 $215 Ages 8-14

Creative Minds: Innovation and Vision LKD0339-001 $215 Ages 11-14

Cyber Spies LKD0294-004 $215 Ages 11-14

Digital Animation LKD0022-011 $229 Ages 8-11

InZone Swim Camp LPK0019-039 $215 Ages 8-14

Multi-Sports and Game Play LPK0015-046 $189 Ages 8-14

Pamper Your Pets LKD0070-007 $215 Ages 8-14

Percy Jackson and the Olympians LKD0002-006 $215 Ages 8-14

Pre-Algebra Edge LKD0105-010 $215 Ages 11-14

6/30/2024 - 8/11/2024, 2:00 PM-6:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Sylvan ACT Exam Prep LAS0001-030 $599 Ages 14-18

7/8/2024 - 7/12/2024, 9:00 AM-3:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Chicago Cubs Baseball Camp LPK0001-008 $499 Ages 5-13
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Planning Guide
7/8/2024 - 7/19/2024, 9:00 AM-10:25 AM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
2-D Mixed Media LKD0281-003 $225 Ages 8-11

3D Printing Through Stem LKD0074-011 $259 Ages 11-14    

Awesome Appetizers LKD0124-020 $225 Ages 8-11

Checkmate Chess LKD0038-031 $225 Ages 8-14

Group Piano for Beginners LMY0041-036 $199 Ages 8-14

Group Ukulele for Beginners LMY0032-026 $199 Ages 8-14

Harper Coaches Cross Country Camp LPK0007-006 $225 Ages 11-14

Harry Potter: Year Four and Beyond LKD0143-005 $225 Ages 8-14

iPhone Photography LMY0235-001 $225 Ages 11-14

Math Edge LKD0044-016 $225 Ages 8-11

Pokémon: Mastering the Card Game LKD0018-022 $215 Ages 8-14

Spin Off LKD0024-017 $225 Ages 11-14

Tennis LPK0014-035 $215 Ages 8-14

The Do Good Movement LKD0330-002 $225 Ages 11-14

Virtual Reality: The Future is Now LKD0087-024 $225 Ages 8-11

Young Architects: Frank Lloyd Wright LKD0058-016 $249 Ages 8-11

Youth Mindfulness and Leadership LKD0338-001 $225 Ages 11-14

7/8/2024 - 7/19/2024, 9:00 AM-12:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
IDEAShop: The Vex Robot Olympics LKD0290-002 $275 Ages 11-14

IDEAShop: Welcome to the World of Welding LKD0347-001 $275 Ages 11-15

Junior Explorers: Art and Music LKD0271-007 $339 Ages 6-8

7/8/2024 - 8/2/2024, 9:00 AM-12:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Film Acting Camp-Quiet on the Set LKD0025-010 $549 Ages 8-14 

7/8/2024 - 7/19/2024, 10:35 AM-12:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
2-D Mixed Media LKD0281-004 $225 Ages 11-14

3D Printing and Aerospace Engineering LKD0076-005 $259 Ages 11-14

A Matter Of Chemistry LKD0023-012 $225 Ages 11-14

Checkmate Chess LKD0038-032 $225 Ages 8-14

Clayology LKD0011-037 $225 Ages 8-11

Crochet Amigurumi LKD0095-005 $225 Ages 8-14

From My Head To-ma-toes LKD0161-009 $225 Ages 11-14

Group Piano: Continuing LMY0042-016 $199 Ages 8-14

iPhone Photography LMY0235-002 $225 Ages 11-14

KidFlix: Short Film Writing & Production Workshop LMY0233-002 $225 Ages 8-11

Lego Bot Labs LKD0051-011 $225 Ages 8-11

Pokémon: Mastering the Card Game LKD0018-023 $215 Ages 8-14

Rap and Freestyle Masterclass LKD0337-002 $225 Ages 11-14

Sew Successful LKD0312-001 $225 Ages 11-14

Tennis LPK0014-036 $215 Ages 8-14

The Do Good Movement LKD0330-003 $225 Ages 8-11

Young Architects: Casa Moderna LKD0325-001 $249 Ages 8-11

Young Investors and Entrepreneurs LKD0317-001 $225 Ages 11-14
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Planning Guide
7/8/2024 - 7/19/2024, 1:00 PM-2:25 PM

Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
A Matter Of Chemistry LKD0023-013 $225 Ages 8-11

American Sign Language LKD0003-013 $209 Ages 8-14

Better Than Drive Thru LKD0159-013 $225 Ages 8-11

Clayology LKD0011-038 $225 Ages 11-14

Creative Coders: AI Art Generator LKD0340-001 $225 Ages 11-14

Design it, Draw it, Wear it LKD0319-002 $225 Ages 11-14

Disney Singers LMY0036-009 $249 Ages 8-11

Financial Literacy with Real World Applications LKD0329-001 $225 Ages 11-14

IDEAShop: Build Your Own 3D Printer LKD0077-012 $375 Ages 11-14

Introduction to Digital Art and Photo Manipulation LMY0236-002 $225 Ages 11-14

InZone Swim Camp LPK0019-040 $225 Ages 8-14

Let’s Build It: Robotics LKD0246-005 $225 Ages 8-11

Magical Mending LKD0313-001 $225 Ages 8-14

Multi-Sports and Game Play LPK0015-047 $199 Ages 8-14

TeenFlix: Short Film Writing & Production Workshop LMY0234-002 $225 Ages 8-11

Virtual Reality: The Future is Now LKD0087-025 $225 Ages 11-14

7/8/2024 - 7/19/2024, 1:00 PM-4:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Let’s Build, Let’s Play LKD0344-002 $339 Ages 6-8

Making Documentary Films LKD0147-010 $349 Ages 8-14

7/8/2024 - 7/19/2024, 2:35 PM-4:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Basketball: Skills and Competition LPK0026-013 $209 Ages 8-14

Bones and Blood LKD0126-007 $225 Ages 8-11

Construct a Critter LKD0036-010 $225 Ages 11-14

Cookies, Bars and Breads LKD0160-017 $225 Ages 11-14

Experiments in Creativity LKD0321-002 $225 Ages 11-14

Exploring the Future of the Internet LKD0341-001 $225 Ages 11-14

Introduction to Photography LMY0055-024 $225 Ages 11-14

InZone Swim Camp LPK0019-041 $225 Ages 8-14

Minecraft Modders LKD0046-023 $225 Ages 8-11

Yes, Writing Can Be Fun LKD0327-002 $225 Ages 8-11

7/22/2024 - 8/2/2024, 9:00 AM-10:25 AM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
3D Printing and Harry Potter LKD0091-007 $259 Ages 11-14

A.I. Adventures: Introduction to Machine Learning LKD0315-001 $225 Ages 11-14

Adventures In Robot Building LKD0017-021 $315 Ages 8-11

Bountiful Breakfasts LKD0127-021 $215 Ages 11-14

Group Guitar for Beginners LMY0039-041 $199 Ages 8-14

Harper Coaches Basketball Camp: Girls LPK0021-013 $225 Ages 8-14

Pickleball LPK0030-006 $225 Ages 8-14

Pre-Algebra Edge LKD0105-011 $215 Ages 11-14

Spin Off LKD0024-018 $225 Ages 11-14

The Do Good Movement LKD0330-004 $225 Ages 8-11

Young Architects: Kitchen Design LKD0326-001 $249 Ages 8-11
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Planning Guide
7/22/2024 - 8/2/2024, 9:00 AM-12:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
IDEAShop: Raspberry Pi Programming LKD0254-004 $275 Ages 11-14

Junior Explorers: STEAM and Lego Building LKD0274-006 $339 Ages 6-8

7/22/2024 - 7/26/2024, 10:45 AM-3:30 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Debate Camp LHS0002-008 $275 Ages 14-18

7/22/2024 - 8/2/2024, 10:35 AM-12:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
3D Printing Jewelry Making LKD0311-001 $259 Ages 11-14

A.I. Adventures: Introduction to Machine Learning LKD0315-002 $225 Ages 8-11

Clayology LKD0011-039 $225 Ages 11-14

Cupcake Canvas LKD0128-023 $225 Ages 11-14

Design Your Own Doll House LKD0042-009 $249 Ages 8-11

Group Piano: Continuing LMY0042-015 $199 Ages 8-14

Harper Coaches Volleyball Camp LPK0020-016 $225 Ages 8-14

Innovative Robot Building LKD0048-019 $315 Ages 11-14

Math Edge LKD0044-017 $225 Ages 8-11

Multi-Sports and Game Play LPK0015-048 $199 Ages 8-14

Sew Comfy LKD0165-010 $225 Ages 8-11

The Do Good Movement LKD0330-005 $225 Ages 11-14

7/22/2024 - 8/2/2024, 1:00 PM-2:25 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
All About Astronomy LKD0140-008 $225 Ages 11-14

Bake It, Take It LKD0141-019 $225 Ages 11-14

Clayology LKD0011-040 $225 Ages 8-11

Coding Fundamentals with Block Coding LKD0302-005 $225 Ages 8-11

Harper Coaches Basketball Camp LPK0006-016 $225 Ages 8-14

Harper Coaches Soccer Camp LPK0013-023 $225 Ages 8-14

InZone Swim Camp LPK0019-042 $225 Ages 8-14

Model United Nations LKD0297-004 $225 ages 11-14

Pillow Possibilities LKD0131-004 $225 Ages 8-14

Stand Up and Sketch Comedy Creation LKD0224-012 $225 Ages 8-14

7/22/2024 - 8/2/2024, 1:00 PM-4:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
IDEAShop: Become an Entrepreneur Maker LKD0250-004 $275 Ages 11-15

Let’s Build Crazy Circuits and Play LKD0345-001 $339 Ages 6-8
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7/22/2024 - 8/2/2024, 2:35 PM-4:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Chef’s Challenge LKD0138-010 $225 Ages 11-14

CSI: Observe, Collect and Inspect LKD0136-018 $225 Ages 11-14

Halloween Happening LKD0314-001 $225 Ages 8-14

Improv Games LKD0016-020 $225 Ages 8-14

InZone Swim Camp LPK0019-043 $225 Ages 8-14

Lego Bot Labs LKD0051-012 $225 Ages 8-11

Multi-Sports and Game Play LPK0015-049 $199 Ages 8-14

Young Investors and Entrepreneurs LKD0317-002 $225 Ages 11-14

8/5/2024 - 8/9/2024, 9:00 AM-12:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Food Science LKD0299-002 $225 Ages 11-14

Grand STEM Challenge: Renewable Energy LKD0064-011 $225 Ages 8-11

Harper Coaches Soccer Camp LPK0013-024 $225 Ages 8-14

Innovative Robot Building LKD0048-020 $315 Ages 11-14

Kitchen Clash LKD0015-014 $225 Ages 8-11

Let’s Build It: Chain Reactions LKD0200-002 $199 Ages 6-8

Make Your First 3D Video Game LKD0318-001 $225 Ages 8-11

Plaster Projects and Sculpture LKD0320-001 $225 Ages 11-14

Summer Reflections and Celebrations LKD0342-001 $225 Ages 11-14

8/5/2024 - 8/9/2024, 9:00 AM-4:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Stars of the Stage LKD0027-010 $329 Ages 8-14

8/5/2024 - 8/9/2024, 1:00 PM-4:00 PM
Course Name Course # Tuition Ages
Advance to Real World Coding with Python LKD0303-006 $225 Ages 11-14

Crime Scene to Courtroom: Order in the Court LKD0059-014 $225 Ages 11-14

Design Your Own Coloring Book Adventure LKD0343-001 $199 Ages 6-8

Food Science LKD0299-003 $225 Ages 11-14

IDEAShop: Build Your Own 3D Printer LKD0077-013 $375 Ages 11-14

Let’s Build It: Snap Circuits LKD0247-005 $225 Ages 8-11

Make Your First 3D Video Game LKD0318-002 $225 Ages 11-14

Multi-Sports and Game Play LPK0015-050 $199 Ages 8-14

Plaster Projects and Sculpture LKD0320-002 $225 Ages 8-11

Planning Guide
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Planning Worksheet

Session 1 
6/3-6/7 
1 week

Session 2
6/10-6/21 
2 weeks

Session 3
6/24-7/5 
2 weeks

Session 4
7/8-7/19 
2 weeks

Session 5
7/22-8/2 
2 weeks

Session 6
8/5-8/9 
1 week

Before Care
7:30-8:45 am

LPK0017-088 LPK0017-090 LPK0017-092 LPK0017-094 LPK0017-096 LPK0017-098

9:00-10:25 am Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

10:35 am-
12:00 pm

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Lunch
12:05-12:50 pm

Attendance
LKD0146-040

Attendance
LKD0146-041

Attendance
LKD0146-042

Attendance
LKD0146-043

Attendance
LKD0146-044

Attendance
LKD0146-045

1:00-2:25 pm Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

2:35-4:00 pm Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

After Care
4:05-5:30 pm

LPK0017-089 LPK0017-091 LPK0017-093 LPK0017-095 LPK0017-097 LPK0017-099

Student’s Name Student’s ID # 

Download additional copies of the Planning Guide and Worksheet at harpercollege.edu/inzone
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Planning Worksheet

Student’s Name Student’s ID # 

Download additional copies of the Planning Guide and Worksheet at harpercollege.edu/inzone

Session 1 
6/3-6/7 
1 week

Session 2
6/10-6/21 
2 weeks

Session 3
6/24-7/5 
2 weeks

Session 4
7/8-7/19 
2 weeks

Session 5
7/22-8/2 
2 weeks

Session 6
8/5-8/9 
1 week

Before Care
7:30-8:45 am

LPK0017-088 LPK0017-090 LPK0017-092 LPK0017-094 LPK0017-096 LPK0017-098

9:00-10:25 am Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

10:35 am-
12:00 pm

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Lunch
12:05-12:50 pm

Attendance
LKD0146-040

Attendance
LKD0146-041

Attendance
LKD0146-042

Attendance
LKD0146-043

Attendance
LKD0146-044

Attendance
LKD0146-045

1:00-2:25 pm Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

2:35-4:00 pm Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

Course #

$

After Care
4:05-5:30 pm

LPK0017-089 LPK0017-091 LPK0017-093 LPK0017-095 LPK0017-097 LPK0017-099
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InZone 2024
How to Register Online

1.  Visit harpercollege.edu/inzone, select your course and click ‘add to cart’ 

2.  At checkout, log into the student portal or create a new account

3.  Provide payment and complete checkout 

4.  You will receive a confirmation email with details 

5.  Enjoy your class!

We’re Ready to Assist You 
Available Monday through Friday 
8:30 am – 4:30 pm 

Chat: ce.harpercollege.edu 

Email: ce@harpercollege.edu 

Phone: 847.925.6300

INZONE SUMMER CAMPS WERE FUN 

WITH HANDS-ON EXPERIENCES THAT 

OUR KIDS TRULY ENJOYED, COMING 

BACK FOR A NEW ADVENTURE WEEK 

AFTER WEEK!

“
”

- ALVIA Y.
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Community Education
1200 West Algonquin Road
Palatine, Illinois 60067-7398

SAVE $10 OFF EACH CLASS WHEN YOU 
REGISTER BY APRIL 21
Use coupon code “inzone10” to save $10 on each InZone class. This coupon code is available to use through   
April 21, 2024 and is not valid with other discounts. In the shopping cart, for each class you intend to register,  
find the “apply a discount” box, select Coupon Code Discount, and type inzone10 as the coupon code.  
The discount will be calculated automatically.

       InZone is on Facebook

Hey parents! Like the Harper College InZone Facebook page and stay up to date with everything InZone. 
View photos and videos of classes in action, connect with other InZone families, and share our page with 
friends, relatives and your kids. 

       InZone is on Instagram at harperinzone

Visit harpercollege.edu/inzone to learn more. 32198 MO 1/2024


